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Abstract
In this work a new high speed metal forming process is experimentally and theoret-
ically ir.vestigated anti '.Hscussed. The high speed metal forming is carried out in a
liquid shock tube. The pressure energy of a liquid shock wave, which is generated
non-explosively is used to form the metal workpiece.
The high. speed metal forming can be carried out by operating the shock tube in two
different modes, the air mode and the projectile mode. In the air mode the liquid
shock wav-ais generated by the impact of a gas shock wave on the water surface. In
the projectile mode a apidly mo •..ng projectile impacts on the 'water surface and
generates the liquid shock wave. The projectile mode ismore suitable for high speed
metal forming than the air mode due to its precise controllability and more efficient
energy transfer.
Theoretical approaches are presented to calculate the energ} .ransfonnation in the
liquid shock tube for the projectile mode. The impact velocity of the projectile and
the kinetic energy available is computed. By using the method of characteristics the
liquid shock wave profile is calculated from the impact velocity of the projectile. This
numerical approach enables the prediction of the maximum pressure, the energy and
the impulse of the Iiquid shock wave. The deformation energy absorbed by the test
specimen is calculated by using the flow-stress power law.
The effect; of different projectile masses, materials and geometries are discussed.
Experimental results are presented, which show how the contour of the Iiquid shock
wave can be tailored to exactly deliver the amount of energy required for the forming
of the metal, Double and triple liquid pressure pulses are generated by using stepped
projectile impact surfaces. A finite element program is used to model the impact
process of the projectile and to compute the generation and propagation of the liquid
shock wave.
The stress strain conditions of deformed copper and mild steel disks are determined.
Using the strains obtained from these measurements the deformation energy of the
v
To improve the performance of the liquid shock tube and to reduce the test turn -
around times the liquid shock tube is converted into a diaphragmless shock tube,
The conversion is done by introducing a. slotted section and a new diaphragmless '
driver to the existing tube.
The new diapbragmless driver is tested by using the shock tube as a normal gas
shock tube and by comparing the performance of this new type of driver to already
existing diaphragmless drivers.
The improved overall performance of the liquid shock tube is discussed with respect
to the old system.
disks is calculated. A theoretical approach is given to predict the maximum midpoint
deflection by assuming a conical shape of the deformed disk. This approach uses
an energy method for plastic material behaviour. The deformation process of the
TYlP.taldisks during the impact of the liquid shock wave is investigated with a high-
~,1eed video camera. From the experiment- the local and the average deformation
velocities and the strain rates are determined. Strain rates at different stages of
the deformation process are measured by using a mirror system which allows the
recording of the side- and bottom-view simultaneously. An attempt is made to
model the deformation procens of flat disks by employing a finite element package.
In the two-dimensional calculation a liquid shock wave generated by the impact of
a projectile is used to deform the fiat plate. The results of this numerical morlc! d.re
discussed with respect to experimental results.
The forming of cylindrical mild steel and copper tubes is investigated. For free
forming the tubes reveal an unsymmetrical deformational behaviour which can be ,
explained by the liquid shock wave being reflected at the bottom of the tube and
thus resulting indouble the pr .ssure at the bottom. The stresses and strains of the
deformed tubes are determined and the results of the strain calculations are used to
obtain the deformation, nergy of the tubes.
Optical investigations are performed with a high speed video camera to reveal the
deformational behaviour of the tubes. The deformation velocities at different lo-
cations of the tube are obtained and the strain rates calculated. The results show
that the strain rates are much lower for the forming of tubes in comparison to the
forming of flat disks.
The deformation of tubes into cylindrical, hexagonal and octagonal dies is investi-
gated, The results show that it is possible to deform the tubes nearly completely
into the dies which shows that detailed fignring is possible.
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The Contribution of this Work
The use of liquid shock waves generated non-explosively in a liquid shock tube- for
high speed metal forming is a novel manufacturing process. The aim of this work is to
establish the feasibility of this process, to determine various operating parameters,
to investigate the impact process of the projectile and the impact process of the
liquid shock wave on. the metal specimen and to improve the performance of the
liquid shock tube.
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• Experiments have been carried out with various projectile materials, masses,
and geometries to investigate the generation of different types of liquid shock
waves. Apart from high speed metal forming these results also contribute to
other practical applicatious of liquid shock waves such as lithotripsy, powder
corr-naction, and rock breaking. By using stepped and double stepped projec-
tiles it was possible to generated unique double and triple liquid shock waves
and thus to tailor the energy delivering rate to suit a particular application.
• 'The impact phenomenon of the projectile on the water surface has been. studied
in detail experimentally and theoretically. By using the method of character-
istics it was possible to predict the maximum pressure, the energy and the
impulse of the liquid shock wave. A finite element program has been employed
to model the impact process of the projectile and to compute the generation
and propagation of the liquid shock wave. The results are of benefit to the
characterisation of the shock tube which will be used in many other liquid
shock Wavework.
• The deformational behaviour of the metal specimen under the impulsive load
of the liquid shock wave has been optically investigated. A new optical tech-
nique using ultra high speed video cameras has been used to conduct V 'i)
experiments and to obtain. the loca leformation velocities and the strain rates
for high speed metal forming. A special mirror set-up allowed the recording
of the side- and bottom-view of deforming circular plates simultaneously to
determine for the first time strain rates at different deformation stages. It was
--~------------------------------_=_m ~m__ ~ .... ~ .. ~ .. ;uuw_MR_
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als: possible to numerically investigate the deformation process of flat plates
by modeling a two-dimensional problem which simulates the liquid shock tube.
These results are of great importance for the scientific research conducted in
connection with structural response to explosive shocks and high velocity im-
pact.
• A new simple theoretical approach is presented to predict t1 e midpoint de-
flection of circular disks. The results of this computation are in excellent
agreement with experimental results .
.. A novel diaphragmless shock tube driver has been designed. The design dis-
tinguishes itself due to its cost ffificiency,simplicity, practical usage and repro-
ducibility of generating shock waves. For t~le generation of gas shock waves
an efficiency of 91% of that predicted by ideal shock tube theo-v and a non-
dimensional formation length of 20 could be reached. The new driver can be
used on various types of shock tubes and has widespread applications as a
rapidly opening valve.
This thesis can be seen as an interdisciplinary work bringing together the studies
of gas shock waves, liquid shock waves, impact phenomenon and metal fanning.
Therefore the structure of this work has been chosen to describe the liquid shock wave
research and the high speed metal forming research indep endently. The results of the
experimental and theoretical investigations are discussed in eacu chapter rather than
in the conclunions which is more customary. Section 10 which describes the design of
the diaphragmless driver to convert the shock tube into a diaphragmless operating
shock tube is treated as an independent chapter having a literature survey as part
of it. This is done due to the fact that the experiments to test the performance of
this driver have been carded out by operating the shock tube in the gas mode to
allow comparisons to existing diaphragmless drivers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
'High Speed Metal Forming' is a procedure of forming or shaping of metals by ap-
plying energy delivered over a short period of time and thus forming the metal at
a speed which is appreciably higher than in conventional forming processes. High
speed metal forming was invented at the end of last century and finds implementa-
tion in explosive, electro-hydraulic and electro-magnetic forming. The most common
technique is explosive forming with chemical charges. The reasons for the develop-
ment of high speed metal forming are e.g. [1]:
III for production of small runs, particularly of physically bulky items
11 to avoid the manufacturing of male dies
• to avoid Interatage annealing
• to reduce the time of forming
• for forming of difficult materials
• for forming of difficult shapes
• for the production of large parts
The advantage of forming with liquid shock waves in a shock tube in comparison
to explosive forming is better control of the process and increased safety. High
speed metal fonning using liquid shock waves is characterised by a rapid release
of energy. The potential energy stored in the driving section is transformed into .
the kinetic energy of an air shock wave (Air Mode) or into the kinetic energy of a
fast moving projectile (Projectile Mode). With the impact of either the air shock
wr..veor the projectile on a. liquid surface, the kinetic energy is transformed into
hydraulic pressure and a liquid shock wave is generated. The energy associated with
the hydraulic pressure is used to form the work piece.
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Section 3 presents a literature survey on the subject of 'High Speed Metal Forming'
and several experimental results and theoretical models are presented and discussed.
The high speed metal forming in a liquid shock tube can be carried out by operating
the shock tube in two different modes (Projectile Mode and Air Mode). In both
modes the potential energy of compressed gas is used.
In the air mode an air shock wave is generated after the bursting of a diaphragm .
which separates the driving section of the shock tube from the driven section. The
shock wave travels down the driven section and Impacts on the water surface. With
the impact of the air shock wave the liquid shock wave is generated.
In the projectile mode the energy stored in the compressed gas is converted into
kinetic energy of a projectile after bursting of the diaphragm. With the impact of
the projectile on the water surface, the kinetic energy is converted into pressure
energy in the liquid. The impacting projectile pressurises and accelerates the water.
During the impact process the projectile is decelerated. This leads to a pressure
drop of the shock wave, which results in a shock wave pressure profile similar to
that of a blast wave. The pressure energy of this liquid shock wave is used to form
the workpiece to the desired shape.
The design of the system in the projectile mode permits precise control of the total
amount of energy delivered to the workpiece, and of the rate at which the energy is
available. The total amount of energy is determined by the bursting pressure in the '
driving section, and the rate at which the energy is delivered is defined by the mass,
the material, and the geometry of the projectile. These parameters allow an exact
tailoring of the liquid shock wave which favours the projectile mode in comparison
to the })irmode.
In section 2 a review is given on shock waves. The generation of shock waves in a
shock tube is discussed and the basic theory is presented. Particular attention is
drawn to explosion waves and shock waves in liquids.
The experimental set-up is described in section 4. The configuration b,."'dthe dimen-
sions of the shock tube for the generation of gas shock waves and for the generation
of liquid shock waves in the air and projectile mode are given. The design of the
test sections and the optical set-up is presented and the material properties of the .
test specimens are discussed.
A brief description of the operating cycle of the liquid shock tube in the air mode is
given in section 5 and experimental results of the shock wave pressure are presented
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3in comparison to theoretical considerations.
The operating cycle of the shock tube in the projectile mode is discussed in detail in
section 6. Theoretical models are presented to predict the complete energy transfer-
mation process in the liquid shock tube and the results are discussed in comparison
with experiments,
Insection 7 experimental results are presented to demonstrate the effect of different
projectile masses, materials and geometries. A finite element program is employed
to simulate the generation and the propagation of the liquid shock wave numerically.
The forming of circular metal plates is described in section 8. The strains and stresses
of the deformed plates are determined experimentally; The deformation energy of
the metal specimen is calculated and a theoretica.l approach. is presented to predict
the midpoint deflection of circular disks. The results of the optical investigations of
the deformation process are reviewed and the strain rates of the deformation process
are determined. The impact of a liquid shock wave on a circular plate in a shock
tube is modeled numerically by using a finite element program. The results are
discussed with. pect to experimental results.
The forming of cylindrical tubes is discussed in Section 9. The focusing of the liquid
shock wave through a nozzle into the tubes is described. The strain and stress
behaviour is determined from the deformed tubes and the deformation energy is .
calculated. The deformational behaviour is optically investigated and the results
of the strain rate calculations are given. The forming of tubes into cylindrical,
hexagonal and octagonal dies is discussed and the results are presented.
The c"'~\Versionof the liquid shock tube into a diaphragmlesa shock tube is described
in sect;,Jn 10. The design of the dlaphragmless water section and the dlaphragmless
driver is reviewed and experimental results are presented to estimate the perfor-
mance of the modified shock tube.
Section 11 contains the conclusions of this thesis and recommendations for further
work.
2 SHOCK WAVES
The most common experience of shock waves in nature is the crack and rumble of
thunder following a flash of a lightning. This Iightning-thunder phenomenon is one of
the brightest flashes and most intense sounds in nature. The flash, which arrives in
view with the speed of light, is generated by a sudden deposition of a huge quantity
of electrical energy in a very narrow channel. The expanding, hot, high-pressure
channel drives a cylindrical shock wave in front of it, which follows the flash. In Fig.
2.1 a photograph of lightning strokes over Downtown Johannesburg is shown. The
picture shows lightening channels just generated (thin) and in expanding motion
(thick). 'I'he shock wave radius expands with time and the intensity decreases by
heating and compressing ever greater volumes of air [2}.
Other shock waves that occur in nature are generated by volcanic explosions, meteor
impact and earthquakes. Shock waves generated by man are widely known e.g, from
aeroplanes flying at supersonic speed or from the destructive force of chemical or
nuclear explosions. Not Mwidespread is the knowledge of the use of shock waves in "
research. For research purposes shock waves are used in the aerodynamic, chemical
and medical fields. Here the most Common tool for generating shock waves is the
shock tube.
I
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'].'he phenomenon of shock waves can be explained by considering the following sim-
plified situation:
A small disturbance in a medium is signaled by means of a wave travelling at the
local velocity of Bound. If a body is travelling through this medium at a velocity
less than the speed of sound the information of the presence of this body is signaled
with the speed of sound to the medium ahead of it so that the medium is able to
adjust to the movement of the body. This results in a gradual change in the flow
properties with a smooth and continuous streamline. The behaviour of the flow is
totally differ.ent for a. body moving with a velocity higher than the speed of sound.
Since the information on the presence of the body is only delivered with the speed
of sound, the medium is unable to sense the approach of the body. Therefore the
flow properties change abruptly and a shock wave is generated.
·~-----~------""'--""'-"''''''''----- ''IIIIII!I!iP'M.'1.'fiij
.. m t5
Figure 2.1: Shock waves from lightning; lightning strokes over Downtown Johannes-
burg
2.1 SHOCK WAVES IN GASES
For a perfect compressible gas in the one-dimensional case and in a frame of reference
fixed on the wave the equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy
can be written as [3]:
Conservation of mass:
(2.1)
Conservation of momentum:
(2.2)
Conservation of energy:
(2.3)
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p=pRT (2.4)
The perfect gas law is:
where R is the specific gas constant.
From the second law of thermodynamics and for an isentropic process follows:
Tds = dIL _ dp = 0
P
(2.5)
Fo: a perfect gas with constant specific heats undergoing an isentropic process the
equation of state can be written:
P2 = (P2)'Y
PI Pl
(2.6)
An important quantity for compressible gas flows is the Mach Number M, which
gives a relation between the local velocity and the velocity of sound. 'I'he speed of
sound can be calculated by using the following equation:
(2.7)
For an ideal gas and by using both the equation of state (eqn. 2.6) and the perfect
gas law (eqn. 2.4), the speed of sound can be calculated:
Q. =.JrYiif (2.8)
The process of generating shock waves in gas shock tubes can easily be described by .
assuming a simplified shock tube consisting of a high pressure driver, a diaphragm
and a driven section (see Fig. 2.2a). With the bursting of the diaphragm the high
pressure gas in the driver section (condition 4) can discharge into the driven section
(condition 1) and a series of finite compression waves is generated (Fig. 2.2c). The
compression waves increase the temperature of the gas which leads to an increase of
the speed of sound behind each compression wave (see equation 2.8). 'I'hia leads to
the following compression waves travelling with a slightly higher velocity than the
initial wave (condition 2) and thus eventually catching up with it. The compression
waves steepen up to a shock wave.
The variation of variables through the shock wave are very large (yet not infinite),
and the shock can be approximated by a discontinuity that is moving with a veloc-
ity higher than the speed of sound. The contact surface between the driver gas and
the driven gas is moving with a speed less thatt the speed of the shock wave and
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Figure 2.2: Generation of a gas shock wave in a shock tube
therefore stays behind it.
With the bursting of the diaphragm a series of expansion waves travel into the
driving section (Fig 2.2c). The expansion waves cannot steepen up and form a
discontinuity like the compression waves do since each expansion wave reduces the
gas temperature. Therefore the sound velocity behind each expansion wave is smaller .
and they can not catch up with the leading wave front.
At the end walls of the shock tube both the shock wave and the expansion wave get
reflected (Fig 2.2d and 2.2e). Typical behaviour of shock and expansion waves is
given in a wave diagram, in the x-t plane as shown in Fig. 2.3. The wave diagram
was calculated hy using a one-dimensional shock tube simulation program [41. For
the ca.lculJ.tioI113the dimensions of the existing gas shock tube have been taken ( see
Fig. 4.1). The pressure in the driven section was set to 5 bar.
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Figure 2.3: One-dimensional calculated wave diagram
2.1.1 BLAST 'WAVES
Blast waves, which belong to the family of shock waves, are characterised by a
pressure jump similar to a normal shock wave and an exponential pressure drop
immediately after the shock. InFig. 2.4 a comparison between. an blast wave and a
normal shock wave is shown.
Blast waves occur after firing an explosive charge. The explosion of the charge
generates a pressure wave which steepens up to a shock wave. Since there is no
pressure reservoir to keep the pressure behind the shock wave constant, the pressure
drops immediately. Blast waves can also oe generated in shock tubes by using a
very short driver section. The reflected expansion wave travels in the same direction
as the shock wave and catches up to it, which leads to the pressure drop behind the _
.uJtial shock wave.
The energy and the impulse of an blast wave can be calculated precisely (Cole [5]).
Using the pressure trace from the experiment, the energy and the impulse can be
numerically integrated by using the equations given by Miiller [6].
I =A I" p(t)dt
it!
(2.10)
8
(p T) ( )-l/np , - 1+ p
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(2.11)
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Figure 2/ Comparison of a shock wave a) and an blast wave b)
2.2 SHOCK WAVES IN LIQUIDS
To describe shock waves in liquids, Kirkwood et al. [7] suggest a modified state·
equation:
B is the Bulk Modulus and can be described with the empirical equation given
by Miiller [6]. For a room temperature of 20° C the bulk modulus for water is
B = 2995 bar and the variation of temperature (T in [0 0)) is given by;
B(T) = (2996 + 7.285 (T - 25) - 0.179 (T - 25)2 + 6.13 .10-4 (T - 25)3) bar
The value n is also a function of the pressure and the temperature. Richardson et
a1. [8] suggested the following table for 'water:
T[C] 500MPa 1500MPa 2500MPa
20 7.211 7.188 7.130
40 7.360 7.126 6.969
60 7.411 7.054 6.868
Table 2.1: Valur « for n (water)
In the temj' erature region of 293 K ~ T ~ 333 K the differences in the values of B
and n are smaller than 4% and therefore these values are kept constant. As shown
by Holl [9] the s~ate equation mentiorer. above can be treated as isentropic up to
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shock wave pressures of P2 = 1000 MPa. Therefore the isentropic state equation
can be "".;.," as:
fJ2 = (P2 +B)l/n
Pl ,Pl +B
(2.12)
In his work Holl introduces a modified pressure pi = P +B (see also Cole [5]).
Using this modified peessure and an exchange of the specinc heat ratio 'Y with n,
the gas dynamic la.ws can be transformed to describe shock waves in liquids. These
transformations with the assnmptiona mentioned above, give good results for small
pressures. In comparison wil;h 'he exact solution the error is less than 1.3% for
pressures up to P2 = 1000 MF~. For the one-dimensional case the equations of
conservation can now be written:
Conservation of mass: (2.13) -
(2.14)Conservation of momentum:
Conservation of energy: (2.15)
For an isentropic process we can now write:
np~ np~h2- h, ;:::::-------
n-1fJ2 n-1pl
(2.16)
These transformations can also be used for the calculation of the speed of sound in
water. The speed of sound is defined as:
8p'
a2=-ls8p
(2.17)
By using equation 2.11 with B,n = canst, p' Ip can be calculated:
p+B == B = canst
pn pZ
After solving of equation 2.17 the speed of sound can be written as:
8p' I B n··1 p'- s=-;;np =f\-
8p Po .0
(2.18)
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a,z=n!:p
p can now be substituted by using eqn, 2,1.8:
a2 = r;:: (~) (n-l)/n (2.19)
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Attempts have been made to define the term 'high speed' when applied to metal
forming. e.g. Johnson [11] proposed a guide for assessing the behaviour of metal .
plates subjected to impact by usinj; a dimensionless number defined as
0:= pV
2
G'd
(3.1)
3 HIGH SPEED META.LFORMING
The term 'High Speed Metal Forming' describes a manufacturing process in which
the speed of the metal movement is appreciably higher than in conventional forming
processes (see Davis and Austin [lG]). Another term that describes high speed
metal forming is 'High Energy Rate Forming' (HERF) which is often found in older
literature. This older terminology ismisleading since high energy is not characteristic
for high speed metal forming.
where V is the impact velocity, p the material density and «« the damage stress.
In his work he defines a damage number of a = 1 . 10-5 as quasi-static elastic be-
haviour, a = 1· 10-1as moderate plastic behaviour, ex= 1 . 101 as extensive plastic
deformation and a = 1 • 103 as hypervelocity impact. In comparison to that Wil-
son [12] classifies high velocity forming by using the strain rates of the deformation
process. A deformation process with strain rates of 0 - 0.003 8-1 is considered as
static, 0.003 - 102 8-1 as intermediate and above 102 8-1 as high velocity forming.
Davies and Austin [10] define for conventional forming a metal speed of up to
4.5 m/8, for high speed billet forming a speed of up t" 24 m/8 and for high speed
sheet forming a speed from 30 m/8 up to 300m/8.
Since high speed metal forming is a relatively new manufacturing technology simple .
geometries for the test samples I'ke circular and rectangular disks and cylindrical
tubes are often used for the study of this techniques. Therefore these structural
shapes are usually discussed in literature and free forming and forming into dies is
investigated with respect to deformation energy, deformation speed and behaviour of
the test specimen during deformation. Theoretical investigations of the deformation
process for plates and tubes have been conducted by Johnson [11] and Jones [13].
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Explosive forming is the most common technique. Most of the explosive forming
processes use water as an energy transmission medium. The explosive charge gen-
erates a water shock wave which is utilised to form the workpiece. The use of water
and the generation of a liquid shock wave makes this process comparable to the high
speed metal forming in a liquid shock tube.
I
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The three main conventional processes for high speed metal forming are electro-
hydraulic, electro-magnetic and explosive forming. Electro-hydraulic and electro-
magnetic forming are explained and described in detail in technical manufacturing
books e.g, in l10] and (12J.
Since explosive forming has found great application in industry a lot of work has
been published on this field. General descriptions of the process can be found in
many technical manufacturing books e.g. [10], [12J and [14]. These books r.over the
forming of flat plates as well as the forming of cylindrical tubes.
Forming of flat disks:
The behaviour of ~ flat sheet under an impulsive load was first described by Hudson
[15]. He describes a fully clamped plate subjected to an initial impulsive velocity
normal to its own plane. The deformation of the plate commences at the outer part
by forming a. plastic hinge wh.ihlt the centre remains flat (see Fig. 3.1.). Kiyota and
Fujita [16] have conducted high speed photography experiments with lead plates
subjected to explosive blasts in air and their tests confirm Hudson's theory with air
as the energy transmitter. A literature review on the dynamic plastic response of
structures has been conducted by Jones [17].
Investigations to determine the deflection time history of flat disks have been under-
taken by Johnson et al, [18] and Nurick [19]. Johnson et al, used pin contactors for
his experiments which give a. signal when the deforming metal makes contact while
Nurick measured the time history by using light diodes.
There have been many empirical / theoretical predictions for the deflection of plates
subjected to impulsive loads. Most of the authors' approaches are a function of the
imparted impulse, the plate thickness and radius, the densitv and the static yield
stress of the material in combination with an empirical factor! e.g, Nurick [20] ex- .
tended Johnsons damage number (see eqn. 3.1) in terms of impulse and added a
dimensionless geometry number and a loading parameter to assess the behaviour of
13
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Figure 3.1: The idealised mode of deformation in a fully clamped circular disk under
impulsive load [15]
plates with different dimensions under various loading conditions. With this modi-
fied damage number and an empirical factor the midpoint deflection of circular and
rectangular disks can. be predicted. Johnson [21] used an energy method by assum-
ing a. rigid linear strain-hardening material and a deformed shape. Duffey [22]used a
rigid plastic energy method as well and assumed several deformed shapes, including
sinusoidal and variour: polynomial forms, to find the best fit to experimental results.
A review of these theoretical predictions is given by Nurick and Martin r23].
To improve the process of forming of fiat disks Johnson et al. investigated the
effect of the stand-off distance and hydrostatic head when explosively deep drawing
circular plates (see [18, 21, 24]). The use cf the ping-cushion technique to improve
the quality of the deformed plates is described in [18], [24] and [25].
Forming of cylindrical tubes:
Jones' [13] theoretical analysis of fully clamped short cylindrical tubes subjected
to an internal rectangular dynamic pressure pulse predicts a plastic hinge in the
central region. In his approach the dynamic response consists of three phases of
motion 0 ~ t ~ tl, tl ~ t ~ t2, t2 ~ t ~ ts, where tl is the duration of the
rectangular pressure pulse, iz is the time when the two travelling circumferential
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Figure 3.2: Axisymmetric radial velocity field for a fully clamped cylindrical tube
[13]
plastic hinges coalesce and t3 is the response duration. 'I'he radial velocity field for
the three phases of motion can be seen in Fig. 3.2. For the first phase of motion the
position of the plastic hinge is time independent. In the second phase of motion the
plastic runge starts to move towards the centre and with the plastic hinge reaching
the centre the third phase of motion begins.
High speed photography experiments with aluminium tubes have been performed by
Wedda et al, [26]. In each test the detonator was located on the axis of the tube, but
at different points along the tube length. For a centered location of the detonator
a symmetrical deformation could be achieved. The high speed photographs did not
reveal the plastic hinge, which is most probably due to the detonation emerging
from a point source. By placing the detonator at the upper part of the tube an un-
symmetrical deformation with the maximum diameter closer towards the top was
achieved.
Explosive expansion of water filled tubes has been investigated by Johnson et al.
[27]. The detonation was generated by So line explosive charge along the axis which
resulted in an axisymmetric deformation of the tube. The effect of different end
caps was investigated. Light end caps out of cork which gave no resistance to the
detonation and heavy end caps out of steel have been used. The results for the
light end caps show nearly no deformation at the top and bottom end of the tube
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whereas for the heavy end caps the top and the bottom. part was nearly as deformed
as the centre part. In addition Johnson et aI. performed velocity measurements of
the deforming tube by means of pin contactors,
Poynton et aI. [28] performed tests with cylindrical brass tubes. In the experiments
the ignition of a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen was used. The
gaseous mixture was fired at the top end of the tube and caused a detonation wave,
which traveled downwards. At the bottom end the detonation wave was reflected,
which resulted in a pressure magnification. Due to the higher pressure the bottom
of the tube deformed more than the centre. To place the maximum deformation at
a desired location the authors also performed tests with an internal baffle.
The major difference between these previous studies of high speed metal forming of
discs and tubes and the present investigations is that the current work does not use
chemical explosives to generate the high pressure pulse in the liquid.
- = • -
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4 EXPEkIMENTAL SET - UP
4.1 THE SHOCK TUBE
The design of the shock tube follows modular principles which allows a versatile
usage of the shock tube. The shock tube can be used as an ordinary gas shock tube,
as an air water shock tube, and as a projectile water shock tube. However fl, e design
is based on the designated principal use as a projectile water shock tube.
The modules of the shock tube are made from stainless steel with an inside diameter
of 56 mm and a wall thickness of 25 mm. The modules have lengths of 502 mm,
752 mm or 1002 mm and the inside is honed smooth. In addition to the main
modules several supplementary rings with the same inside and outside diameter are
available and are used e.g. as gauge ports or water inlet rings. The whole tube is
connected with clamp sledges to rails which are connected to a vertical beam to allow
the opening of the tube. A counterbalance system simplifies the up and downwards
sliding of the opened tube to exchange the diaphragms and to insert the projectile.
The total length of the tube depends on the set-up and varies between 4.5 m and
6.5 m. The high pressure driver is located at the top of the tube and is separated
from the driven section by means of a diaphragm, Several different test sections are
available and can be connected to the bottom of the tube.
The high pressure driver, which is designed lor a maximum pressure of 1000 bar
is pressurised by using a RASKEL air driven gas booster (Model Double Air Head
AGT-32/(2). The booster uses the difference of areas principle to enable low pres-
sure drive gas to pressurise the high pressure output gas. The HASKEL booster can
supply gas with a maximum pressure of 620 bar. If the required pressure in the high
pressure driv-er is less than 40 bar the driver is pressurised by using a commercial
gas bottle.
...........
is
4.1.1 SET - UP FOR GAS SHOCK WAVES
For t.he generation of gas shock waves the shcck tube consists only out of the high
pressure driver and the driven section. A schematic arrangement of the gas shock
tube can be seen in Fig. 4.1. The tube can be operated with a rigid end wall or
with an open end as shown in the figure. Four PCB pressure transducers of the A 24
series are incorporated in the driven section to measure the shock wave. The data
is recorded with a four channel 150 MHz oscilloscope (Yokogawa DL 1540). The
diaphragm that separates the driving section from the driven section is a polymer
plastic. A needle system which is incorporated in the high pressure driver punctures
the diaphragm to trigger the test.
4.1.2 SET - UP FOR LIQUID SHOCK WAVES -,AIR MODE
If the liquid shock tube is used in the air mode, the liquid shock waves are generated
by the impact of an air shock wave on the water surface. The experimental arrange-
ment for the air mode is shown in Fig. 4.2. The shock tube consists of the high
pressure driver, the driven section, the water aection and the test section. With the
discharge of the high pressure gas into the driven section an air shock wave develops
and travels down the driven section. The liquid shock wave is then generated by the
impact of the air shock wave on the water surface. The liquid shock wave travels
down the water section and impacts on the test specimen which is located in the
test section. The test section is connected to the bottom of the tube,
The air shock wave is recorded by three pressure transducers of the PCB A 24
series in the driven section. The data is recorded by a computer oscilloscope. The
pressure history of the liquid shock wave is recorded by using three to four POB
A 23 or M109A pressure transducers and the data is recorded with the Yokogawa
oscilloscope.
To obtain substantial strong ahock waves for metal forming high pressures of up to
400 bar are required in the driving section to supply enough energy to the water
column. To sustain these high pressures metal diaphragms have to be used for
separating the high pressure driver. These metal diaphragms have a machined groove
of 20% depth to open properly. Aluminium diaphragms were used with thicknesses
up to 3 mm.
Figure 4.1: Schematic arrangement of the gas shock tube
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Figure 4.2: Schematic arrangement of the liquid shock tube inair mode
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The first diaphragm is made out of polymer plastic since a maximum pressure of
50 bar in the high pressure driver is sufficient for metal forming. Therefore the
needle system can be used to puncture the diaphragm. With rupturing diaphragm
the projectile gets rapidly accelerated and travels with high velocity down the shock
tube. At the end of the vacuum section a light gate or wire system is incorporated
to determine the impact speed of the projectile. The bypassing projectile interrupts
two light rays or cuts two thin current carrying wires. The time difference between .
these two signals is recorded in order to calculate the projectile velocity. The wire
system proved to be more eHable than the light gate system which failed quite often
due to atmospheric humidity inside the tube. The atmospheric humidity condensed
due to the piston movement and covered the diodes.
4.1.3 SET - UP FOR LIQUID SHOCK WAVES - PROJECTILE
l\rl0DE
The experimental set-up of the shock tube for the projectile mode is shown in Fig.
4.3. The tube consists of four sections, the high pressure driver, the vacuum section .
which is incorporated to minimize the deceleration of the rapidly moving projectile
due to the cushioning effect of any air ahead of it, the water section and the test
section. Two diaphragms separate the vacuum section from the high pressure driver
and the water section. The second diaphragm which covers the water surface pre-
vents the water from boiling since the vacuum section is evacuated to a pressure
of approximately 3 to 5 kPa. The projectile chamber is located immediately under
the first diaphragm and has a slightly conical ring element to hold the projectile in
place due to friction.
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The impacting projectile pressurises and accelerates the water which results in a
liquid shock wave being generated. The liquid shock wave travels down the water
section and impacts on the test specimen in the test section at the bottom of the
tube. Three to four PCB pressure transducers of the A23 or M109A family are
incorporated in the water section and the data gets recorded by the Yokogawa os-
cilloscope. The signals from the projectile velocity measurements are recorded with
the computer oscilloscope.
Three different projectiles are used throughout this work. A heavy steel projectile
with a. mass of 3.665 kg, an aluminium projectile (0.87 kg) and a light plastic .
projectile made out or polyacetal (Delrln) with a mass of 0.2 kg.
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Figure 4.4: Test section for circular disks
4.2 TEST SECTIONS
The test section is situated at the bottom of the tube and allows both the testing of
circular flat disks and cylindrical thin tubes. The design of the test section allows .
forming into dies as well as free forming.
In Fig. 4.4 a schematic drawing shows the set-up of the test section for free forming
of circular disks. The test specimen is fitted to the water section by means of an
adapter. An O-ring prevents water from leaking fmto the test section. The die is
situated under the disk and the air inside the die is evacuated through the vacuum
line to prevent the deforming metal from being cushioned.
The set-up of the test section for cylindrical tubes is shown in Fig. 4.5. The Iiquid
shock wave is focused through the nozzle into the inside of the tube. The tube is :fi:te1
in the test section by means of a bottom and top tube holder. Both tube holders
"ontain O-rings to seal the inside of the die. The die itself is split into four parts to
allow a dismantling of the die after the tube hu.' been deformed. The inside of the
die is also evacuated through the vacuum line. A lvurth pressure transducer ring
Can be incorporated between the nozzle and the test section to allow the recording
of the pressure history after the liquid shock wave has been focused through the
nozzle.
Nozzle
Shock
Tuloe
Tube
....-VaCUUM
Line
Figure 4.5: Test section for cylindrical tubes containlng the hexagonal die
4.3 OPTICAL SET - UP
Two ultra-high-speed video cameras are available for the optical investigations of
the deformation process, Both cameras are distributed by 'The Cooke Corporation'
and are black and white CCD-Video cameras. The cameras are able to record up to
10 superimposed pictures.
The FlashCa.m has a resolution of 756 x 290 pixels and an exposure time of 1 J.l.s .
to 1 ms which can be set in 1 us steps. The delay time between the pictures is
selectable from 0 tis to 1 ms in 1 p.s steps. These settings are done by using 3-digit
decade switches on the back panel of the camera. The camera has a video output
and a. centronics interface to readout the data to a computer.
The Sensiflem is a St~perVGA black and white camera with a resolution of 1280
x 1024 pixel. The camera is controlled via the SensiControl utility software. The
software allows to set the exposure time and the delay of each picture to different
values. The minimum exposure and delay time is 100 ns and the maximum 1 ms.
To allow the investigation of the deformational behaviour of the test specimen during
the impact of the shock wave special test sections had to be build. For the optical
investigation of the deformation of cylindrical tubes a test section has been designed
which is equipped with two 0 40 mm windows out of toughened glass. Tho tubes
are deformed by using the free forming die. The schematic design of the optical test
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Figure 4.6: Test section for optical investigations of cylindrical tubes
section for tubes can be seen in Fig. 4.6.
The optical test section for the investigation of the deformation of flat disks is a
metal box which is connected to the bottom of the shock tube by means of an
adapter. Three windows out of toughened glass are incorporated in the box. The .
schematic set-up call be seen in Fig. 4.9. In. addition special test specimens have
been designed to allow a recording of the pictures from the side view. These special
test specimens are not supported from the bottom and therefore the light rays are
able to travel parallel and adjacent to the metal plate. Fig. 4:r showc the design of
the test specimen. In. case of tearing of the test specimen the water discharges into
the metal box.
For the recording of pictures in the side view a simple shadow photography system
is used to Illnmlnato the test section. The set-up of the shadow system can be seen
in Fig. 4.8 . TJight from a 100 W halogen light source is focused onto a pin hole.
From this poin , source parallel light, which is generated by two mirrors is used to
illuminate the test section. By using a second lens the image is focused onto the
25
Figure 4.7: Design of teat specimen to simulate :Bat disks
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Figure 4.8: Optical set-up of the shadow system, top view
COD chip of the camera. The camera is triggered with a trigger signal generated by
the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope itself is triggered by a transducer signal from the
passage of the shock wave. A delay box between the oscilloscope and the camera
allows the time delay between the impacting shork wave and the first picture to be
pre-set.
The third window in the bottom of the optical test section for disks gives the pos-
sibility to record the motion of the grid, which is painted onto the test specimen.
A special mirror system allows the recording of the side view and the bottom view,
which means the bulging of the disk and the circumferential deformation can be
measured simultaneously. By using this information the strain rates for a particular
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Figure 4.9: Test section for optical investigations of circular disks and set-up fOI
strain rate measurements, side view
deformation stage can be calculated. The optical set-up tor these experiments Can
be seen in Fig. 4.9. 'I'he camera is triggered the Same way as for the shadow system
set-up. The light to illuminate the test specimen is coming from the left side and
from the bottom. The camera is focused onto the test specimen which is possible
due to identical optical path lengths, To avoid reflections the whole test specimen
is painted black. White grid lines are only applied to the right side of the specimen
since this half can be seen in the bottom view.
4.4 TEST SPECIMEN
The test specimens used in this project ate made out of cOf1perand normal mild steel.
The material properties of these materials have been determined in static tensile tests ,
according to BS EN 10 002-1. Copper is ideal for high strain rate testing since the
maierial properties do not change Significantly for strain rates below 10-4 8-1 (see
Chandler [29]). Above a strain rate of 1O~4 8-1 the strain hardening saturates and
the stress strain behaviour will approach perfect plasticity (Follansbee and Kocks
[30]). Experimental results with copper under high strain rates have been conducted
by Lindholm et al, [31]. Their results show little or no increase in flow stress up to
strain rates of nearly 1058-1• The results are shown in Fig. 4.10.
The behaviour of mild steel is in comparison to copper strain rate sensitive. With
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Figure 4.11: Effect of strain rate on strain hardening coefficient for mild steel [32]
increasing strain rate the flow stress increases. In addition to that the strain rate
coefficient changes with Increasing strain rate. Bramley and Mellor [32] have per- .
formed high strain rate tests with mild steel and their investigations show that the
strain hardening coefficient of steel decreases for high strain rates and tends towards
ideal plastic behaviour n = O. Au a strain rate of 103 8-! the strain hardening
coefficient drops down to n = 0.04. The stress at this strain rate Increases for a
strain of 0.2 by 30 %. Fig. 4.11 shows the values of the strain hardening coefficient
deterloW.ed by Bramley and Mellor [ 2].
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For the cylindrical disks copper 0101/102 and hot rolled mild steel has been used.
For copper the available thicknesses were 0.55 mm, 0.9 mm a.ua 1.5 mm and for the
hot rolled mild steel 0.5 mm, 1.0mm and 1.6 mm. The teat '~p,:dlllen for the optical
investigations (see 4.7) have been machined out of sheet matetial with a thickness of .
10mm. For mild steel a hot rolled sheet has been used as well. The inner part of the
thick plates has been skimed down ,',n a lathe to the above mentioned thicknesses.
The tolerance achieved was ± 0.05 mm.
For the cylindrk+l tubes copper 0106 and mild steel have been used. The outside
diameter for all tabes was 19.05 mm. For the copper tubes a wall thickness of
1.1mm, 1.4 mm and 1.6 mm was available. The mild steel tubes were supplied
with WI. "neeses of 1.24 mm and 1.63mm.
(5.1)
5 OPERATING CYCLE OF THE IIIQUID
SHOCK TUBE IN THE AIR MODE
The air shock wave in the driven section is generated by the bursting of the di-
aphragm that separates the two sections. 'I'he pressure of the air shock wave can be
calculated by iterating the following equation given by Glass and Sislian [2].
In this equation subscript 4 stands for the conditions in the driving section and
subscript 2 for the conditions behind the air shock wave. Subscript 1 describes the
condition in the driven section in front of the shock wave (the ambient pressure due
to the high altitude of Johannesburg is about 0.83 bar). Pij stands for pi/Pj. For
air or nitrogen "{is 1.4.
An air shock wave is characterised by a pressure jwnp tip over a very short time.
Behind the pressure jump the pressure stays constant (P2 = canst) for a certain
time (depending on the size of the driving section). This pressure history of the
air shock Wave determines the pressure profile of the liquid shock wave. With the
impact of the air shock wave the liquid shock wave is generated. Due to the constant
pressure behind the reflected air shock wave, the Interface remains pressurised and
the pressure behind the liquid shock wave stays constant as well.
The pressure of the liquid shock wave generated by an air shock wave can be calcu-
lated using equation 5.2. The impacting air shock wave gets reflected on the water
surface with the pressure P5' The pressure on the contact surface between the air .
and the water is equal and therefore the same pressure P5 is transmitted into the
water. Since the density and th . wave speed inwater are much iiigher than in ail'
the reflection is similar to a reflection from a solid wall.
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Figure 5.1: Liquid shock wave pressure versus burst pressure in driving section
The reoults of the calculations of the pressure of the liquid shock wave in comparison
to experimental measurements are shown in Fig. 5.1. The comparison shows that
the experimental results are in reasonable agreement with the theoretical curve.
This variability is due to the metal diaphragms opening slowly. The opening time
has a great influence on the shock wave strength. In addition to that the driven air
section in the experimental set-up is very short (32 pipe diameters). This means
the air shock wave is not fully established when it impacts on the water surface. A
shock wave which is not fully established is characterised by a pressure rise behind
the initial shock wave. Thus it is difficult to accurately control the strength of the
air shock wave and with that the strength of the liquid shock wave.
A typical pressure history for a liquid shock wave generated with an air shock wave
can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The pressure traces of the three transducers show the liquid
shock wave travelling down the shock tube. A substantial pressure rise behind the
initial shock wave front and an increasing strength of the Initial shock wave can
be Seen in the pressure history. This is an indication for the air shock wave which
impacted on the water surface not being fully established.
At the third transducer near the bottom wall the pressure reaches nearly double the
pressure of the initial shock wave due to the reflection at the end wall, The reflected
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Figure 5.2: Pressure history for a liquid shock wave, generated with an air shock
wave. Transducer I, 2, and 3
shock wave travels up the shock tube and superimposes with the initial wave. At the
water surface the reflected liquid shock wave reflects as an expansion wave due to the
density difference between water and air. This expansion wave which is travelling
down the shock tube, can be seen as a pressure drop inFig. 5.2.
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1. the potential energy stored in the compressed gas is converted into kinetic
energy of the projectile
6 OPERATING CYCI4E AND ENERGY
TRANSFER OF THE LIQUID SHOCK
TUBE IN PROJECTILE MODE
In this section the operating cycle of metal forming in a liquid shock tube in the
projectile mode is discussed with respect to the energy transfer. Several theoretical
models are presented to predict the whole energy transformation process in the liquid
shock tube. The energy transformation process consists of:
2. the kinetic energy of the projectile is converted into pressure <lnergy in the
liquid after the impact
3. the pressure energy of the liquid shock wave is transformed into deformation
energy of the workpiece
The results of the theoretical models are presented and compared to experimental
results.
6.1 KINETIC ENERGY OF ':tHE PROJECTILE
6.1.1 THEORETICAL CALCULATION AND EXPERlMENTAL
RESULTS OF PROJECTILE IMPACT VELOCITY
For the 'High Speed Metal Forrr'".:agwith Liquid Shock Waves' the total energy
available is of prime importance. Potential energy of the compressed gas in the
driving section of the shock tube is converted into kinetic energy of the moving
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projectile. '1'0 avoid a significant deceleration of the projectile d.u-ing its movement
through. the shock tube, the driven secdon is evacuated to a pressure of about
40 mbar, The projectile velocity and with it the kinetic energy available can be
ascertained by using the following equation given by Heiser [33], where L is the
length of the driven section, .6.P41 the pressure difference between driver and driven
section, Ap the area, Vp the maximum achievable velocity and mp the mass of
the projectile. ~he length of the high pressure driver is of no importance for this
calculation since the driver in the experimental set-up is long enough to avoid an
influence of the expansion wave.
Miiller [6] reported in his work that the experimental results were nearly 75% of the
calculated values. The results of the experiments performed within this project show
a difference of abom 40% from the calculated values. The difference in the projectile
velocity of the current experiments to Miiller's results is due to a small difference in
the design of the shock tube. During the movement of the projectile, the remaining
air in the driven section is compressed. InMiillers shock tube the cross sectional
area of the diaphragm section, that covers the water surface, is larger than the cross
sectional area of the projectile and therefore the remaining air in the driven section
is not si~_ll.ificantlypressurised. In the present case the cross sectional area of ~}.e
shock tube is constant and the remaining air gets pressurised and c1M?lerlttes the
projectile. The results of this calculation in comparison to experimental results of
tests performed with the steel projectile can be seen in Fig. 6.1.
To achieve a better accordance to theoretical calculations with experimental results
the projectile-energy is numerically integrated from the following equation [34]:
E =JP4Adx (6.2)
If it is assumed that air is an ideal gas the pressure can be determined from the
equation of state for ideal gases:
(6.3)
By using the simplifying assumptkms of an adiabatic a•.nd isentropic change of state
(n = ')')the temperatine can be calculated:
(
Vi )(1-1)
T2=Tl K (6.4)
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of experimental projectile velocities and calculated values
by ..sing eqn, 6.1
'I'he net kinetic energy of the projectile consists of the energy imparted from the
expansion of the compressed air in the driving section and the energy-losses due to
the compression of !ue remaining air in the driven section through the projectile
movement. For the compression of the remaining air it is assumed that there is no
blow-by past the projectile.
(6.5)
The projectile velocity is calculated from the net kinetic energy at the moment of
impact on the water surface:
(6.6)
The results of the above calculations can be seen in Fig. 6.2 to Fig. 6.4. The'
diagrams show the projectile velocity versus burst pressure for the steel projectile
(3.665kg), for the aluminium projectile (O.87kg) and for the light plastic projectile
(O.2kg).
The comparison of the experimental data with the calculated curves shows a good
agreement. It can be seen that the experimental values are slightly lower than the
calculated ones. This is due to the neglecting of friction.
'I'he opening time of the diaphragm also has an important influence on the piston ve-
locityas already mentioned in section 4.1.3. Incase of a slow opening diaphragm the
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Figur ' 6.4: Comparison of calculated and experimental values for plastic projectile
(0.2 kg) velocity
projectile velocity is much slower than expected. For repeatable tests the diaphragm
has to be chosen as thin as possible.
6.2 PRESSURE ENERGY OF THE LIQUID SHOCK
WAVE
6.2.1 THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
To predict the pressure history of the liquid shock wave, the process of the projectile,
impacting on tho water surface has to be considered. With the calculated profile of
the shock wave the maximum pressure, the energy and the impulse of the shock wave
can be estimated. For this calculation Miiller [6] suggests the use of the method of
characteristics. The Riemann Invariant is d 1fined in [2] and [35] as follows:
2
P=--a+Vn-l
2
Q=--a-Vn-l
(6.7)
(6.8) .
w':'ere P is the characteristic for a. positive wave (right going) and Q for a negative
wave (left going). The slope of the characteristics are:
d~=V±a
dt
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compressed fluid in a shcek tube
where a is the local speed of Bound. For an isentropic and adiabatic flow P and Q
are constant along a. characteristic. Fig. 6.5 shows the behaviour of the P and Q
characteristics in an x-t diagram under the influence of a compression wave. The
compression wave inc-reases the temperature in the fluid. The higher temperature
results in a higher speed IJl' sound and a higher particle velocity. A smaller slope of the ,
characteristics means a higher velocity of the waves and makes the characteristics
converging. Later on, the P characteristics will come together and form a shock
wave. A similar wave diagram will be generated when the fluid is compressed by
a rapidly moving projectile. For a projectile, moving with a constant velocity, the
compression wave becomes a plane shock wave, centred in the origin of the x-t
diagram and running ahead of the projectile.
As mentioned above, P is constant along the characteristic. Due to the increasing
speed of sound and increasing particle velocity the value for Q stays constant over
the complete compression process. By using Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8 this leads to:
2 2
Q = --ai - VPi = --aln-l n-l
(6.9)
Before the impact of the projectile, the liquid is at rest. For water, that .means,
the speed of sound is a1 == 1483 m/ s and the particle velocity is zero. Just after
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(6.11)
the impact the particles are accelerated and it can be assumed that for a short time
interval the velocity of the projectile sta.ys constant VPi. Therefore the fluid pl'.;~.lc1es
ahead of the projectile have the same velocity Vp as the projectile. Uai" -6 Eq, 6.9
the new speed of sound can be calculated. A modification of Eq, 2.1&leads to an
equation for the press are PPi in front of the projectile. In this equation (Ii stands
for the speed of sound in th~ water compressed by the projectile:
This equation neglects the material properties of the projectile. Therefore a reflec-
tion factor R has to be introduced, which. depends on the acoustic impedance of the
projectile material.
For the steel projectile the reflection. fa.G~oris R ~. 1.0, for the aluminium projec-
tile R ~ 0.85 and for the plastic projectile R ~ 0.35 (see [6]). The shape of the
shock wave pressure profile can now be calculated step wise. The force decelerates
the projectile in the time interval b.t down to the new velocity '1-';11+1. With the
conservation of momentum the new velocity can be written:
(6.12)
To determine the velocity of the shock wave Va, the change of the particle velocity
over the shock wave has to be considered (see [35]).
'lL2 2+(n--l)~
----= (n+l)M2
For a system of co-ordinates ~hat is travelling with the shock wave, the particle
velocities can be expressed with 'ILl = Vs and U2 = V~~ Vp. That leads to the
following equation for the shock wave velocity:
n+l
VSi= -4--Vj'i + (6.13)
From equation 6.10 it can be seen that the maxhaum pressure of the liquid shock
wave depends only on the impact velocity of the projectile and the projectile material
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of calcuiated maximum shock wave pressure and experi-
mental results performed with a steel projectile (3.665 kg)
(different acoustic impedance). Equation 6.12 shows that the profile and with it the
energy and impulse of the shock wave depends not only on the impact velocity, but
also on the inertia of the projectile. That means that the negative slope of the
shock wave after the maximum pressure peak is much higher for a. lighter projectile
than for a heavier projectile, due to the faster deceleration of the lighter projectile.
Results of the above mentioned call. 'ations and comparisons with experiments are
shown in Fig. 6.6 to Fig. 6.15.
In Fig. 6.6 the maximum shock wave pressure versus the impact velocity of the
steel projectile can be seen. For the calculation, equation 6.10 was used, The
experimental values were measured with the first pressure transducer in the water
column. Fig. 6.7 shows as an example a calculation of the shock wave pressure profile "
in comparison to an experimental shock wave. The impact velocity was 42.9 m] s.
The steel projectile with a mass of 3.665 kg was used. The curves are very similar
and the above calculation yields a good approxiInation. The second pressure peak
of the experimental curve in Fig. 6.7 is the reflected shock wave, coming from the
bottom of the shock tube. The third pressure peak is due to a second reflection of
the shock wave from the steel projectile which is lying on the water surface. For a
velocity of 42.9 m/ s the kinetic energy of the steel projectile is 3372.5 J and the
momentum is 157.2 Ns, For the simulated shock wave the energy is 3249.8 J. The
experimental shock wave yields an energy of 3136.3 J and an impulse of 130 N s.
The following figures (Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9) show the behaviour of the projectile
during the impact. The calculations were made at the same conditions as mentk ••"
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of calculated shock wa.vepressure and experimentally mea-
sured shock wave pressure for the 3.665 kg steel projectile
above. In Fig. 6.8 the deceleration of the steel projectile versus time can be seen.
The projectile velocity has dropped from 42,9 m] s to zero within 6 ms. That
means the maximum duration of the shock wave is also 6 ms, which can be seen
in Fig. 6.7. The distance that the projectile travels during che impact is shown in
Fig. 6.9. The maximum displacement and with that the compression of the water
column after 6 me is approximately 43 mm.
The following figures (Fig. 6.10 - Fig. 6.13) show the results of the calculations
and experiments performed with the light plastic projectile (0,2 kg). For the plastic
projectile the reflection factor is only R I::i 35% due to the smaller density of the
material. The small reflection factor leads to a lower pressure in the water col-
umn. Therefore the curve of maximum pressure in Fig. 6.10 has a smaller slope in
comparison to the curve for the steel projectile.
In Fig. 6.11 a comparison is made between the calculated shock wave profile and a
measured one. The Impact velocity of the projectile was 91 m/ s, The comparison
shows that the slope of the experimental shock wave is a little bit steeper than the
calculated one due to a deformation of the projectile, but the calculation yields a
good approximation. The impacting projectile has a kinetic energy of 783.4 J and
a momentum of 17.22 Ns. The integration of the energy over the calculated shock
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Figure 6.8: Calculated results of steel projectile (3.665 kg) deceleration for an impact
velocity of 42.9 m]«
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Figure 6.9: Calculated results of steel projectile (3.66' ';g) displacement for an
impact velocity o. 2.9 m]»
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of calculated maximum shock wave pressure and experi-
mental results performr, with a plastic projectile (0.2 kg)
Figure 6.11: Comparison of the calculated shock wave pressure and the measured
one for the (0.2 kg) plastic projectile
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impact velocity of!n m/8
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Figure 6.13: Calculated results of plastic projectile (0.2 kg) displacement for an
impact velocity of 91m/8
wave profile results inan energy of 301.1 J. This energy difference is due to the small
reflection factor of the plastic projectile. Inthe experiment the shock wave yields an
energy of 319.09 J and an impulse of 13.4 N8. The inertia of the plastic projectile is
much smaller than that of the steel projectile. The velocity of the plastic projectile
drops from 91 mJ 8 to zero (see Fig. 6.12) within 700 /1-8, which is the reason for
the much smaller duration of the shock wave. The maximum displacement of the
projectile after impod is smaller than for the heavier steel projectile as well. The
displacement V€,",:\';!l time curve can be seen inFig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the calculated shock wave pressure and the measure«
one for the (0.87 kg) aluminium projectile
Figure 6,15: Comparison of calculated shock wave and experimentally measured
shock wave for the aluminium projectile (0.87 kg)
The results for the aluminium piston can be seen inFig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15. A com-
parison between the maximum liquid shock wave pressures for the experiment and
for the calculation is shown inFig. 6.14. Fig. 6.Ui shows a. comparison between the
profile of an experimental shock wave and the calculated curve. The impact velocity
was 51.1 m] s, It can be seen that the calculated shock wave for the aluminium
piston is also in good agreement with the experimental curve. The second pressure
peak of the experimental curve in Fig. 6.15 is the reflected shock wave, coming
from the bottom of the shock tube. The energy and the impulse of the calculated
shock wave are 961 J and 44.37 Ns respectively. In the experiment the projectile
generated a shock wave with an energy of 874.4 J and B momentum of 42.9 Ns.
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(6.14)
6 3 DEFORMATION ENERGY O~.,THE WORKPIECE
Of great interest for high speed forming of metals is the energy absorbed by the metal .
during the deformation process. In [12] the deformation energy per unit volume is
given by:
To calculate the energy for I), given material the true stress has to be expressed in
terms of the true strain. The flow - stress power laD' for the plastic region gives:
Integration of the equation leads to:
Wv = _!!_ (et+1
n+1
The material constant n is defined as the strain-hardening exponent and K is the
strength coefficient. For copper both constants can be derived from the true-stress
true-strain diagram determined from tensile tests using tne given material. This is a
pennissil.,e approximation since the change in the stress strain behaviour for copper
j'3 e~,:i (see section 4.4). The constants can be obtained by plotting equation 6.14
in a log-log graph, which will yield a straight line with a slope of n:
In a = n In e+ In K
The material constant J( can be seen to be the true stress associated with a t..ue
strain of 100 %.
The. stress strain behaviour for mild steel changes with increasing strain rates and
therefore the material constants cannot be taken from static tensile tests. For the
calculation the material constants determined in the high strain tests from Bramley .
and Mellor [32] have been used (sea section 4.4).
In order to compute the total deformation energy it is necessary to determine the
volume of the metal being deformed. This is done by measuring the deformation
of the test specimen. The r.esults of the ..~:~lCl.dationof the deformation energy for
circular plates and cylindrical tubes are shown in section 8.1.1 and 9.2.1 respectively.
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7 THE EFFECT OF THE PROJECTILE
GEOMETRY, MASS AND MATERIAL
ON THE PRESSUR,E HISTORY OF THE
LIQUID SHOCK WAVE
This section dews with the investigation of the generation of liquid shock waves
by using different projectiles. Experimental results for different projectile masses
and materials are presented with respect to maximum pr(;)SBU1'e,energy and impulse
of the liquid shock wave. Double and triple liquid pressure pulses are generated
by using stepped projectile impact surfaces. The results of these experiments are
discussed with respect to the contour of the liquid shock waves. A finite element
program is employed to simulate the generation and the propagation of the liquid
shock wave numerically. Different projectile masses, materials and geometries are
considered in these calculations.
7.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT
PROJECTILE MASSES AND MATERIALS
Since the maximum pressure, the energy, and the impulse of the liquid shock waves
play an important role for metal forming, the €:Xperimentalresults of tests performed
with the three different projectiles are presented in the following three figures (Fig,
7.1· 7.3). The results have been obtained from the measured pressure traces. The
shock wave energy and the shock wave impulse have been calculated by using equa-
tion 2.9 and 2.10. In Fig. 7.1 the maximum pressure of the liquid shock waves is .
shown. It can be seen that the plastic projectile yields the curve with the steepest
slope despite having the lowest reflection factor. This is due to the much higher im-
pact velocities of this projectile incomparison to the impact velocities of the heavier
aluminium and steel projectile. Equation 6.11 shows that the maximum pressure
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Figure 7.1: Maximum shock wave pressure versus pressure indriving section
of the liquid shock wave only depends On the projectile velocity and material. The
heavy steel projectile produces the curve with the lowest slope.
InFig. 7.2 a comparison of the shock wave energies generated with the steel, the
aluminium and the plastic projectile can be seen. The shock wave energy generated
with the steel projectile is slightly smaller than the values for the plastic and alu-
minium projectile. This is most probably due to higher friction losses when using
the steel protectile. The steel projectile is longer in comparison to the plastic and
aluminium projectile and for very slow projectile velocities the friction losses become
more important.
A comparison of the generated shock wave impulse is made inFig. 7.3. The shock
wave impulse generated by the steel projectile is larger than that for the aluminium
and plastic projectile. In the equation for the momentum, the mass of the projectile
plays a much more important role than in the equation for the energy, where the
mass is compensated for by the velocity, which is squared. '1'=leplastic projectile
due to its low mass yields the curve with the lowest slope.
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one s+ep, long double stepl volune ratio 0,5
Figure 7.4: Projectile dimensions for single and double stepped projectiles
'i,2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT
PROJECTILE GEOMETRIES
As described in section 6.2 a projectile with a plane surface generates a single or
normal liquid shock wave which is similar to a blast wave. The use of a stepped pro-
[ectile surface permits the generation of a double or triple liquid shock wave. These
types of shock waves are important for metal forming because it allows splitting of
the deformation process into two or three stages.
The dimensions of the stepped projectile surfaces are shown in Fig. 7.4. Four
differ' ,,\t stepped projectiles are available. Two single stepped projectiles with a
step of 50 mm and 95 mm and two double stepped projectiles. 'I'he first double
stepped projectile has symmetrical steps of 25 mm length. The volume ratio of the
void part of the second step in comparison to the whole void volume is NO.3. For .
che second stepped projectile the length of the steps is irregular. The first step has
a length of 17.7mm and the second 32.2 mm. Therefore the volume ratio is tv 0.5.
As an example five Wavediagrams are shown in,Fig. 7.5 to 7.9 for a plane, the two
single stepped, and the two double stepped projectiles respectively; The pressure
traces have been recorded with three pressure transducers in the water section.
The wave diagram in Fig. 7.5 shows the behaviour of a normal liquid shock wave.
With a speed of 1550 m] s the shock wave travels down the shock tube and gets
reflected at the bottom. That leads to a pressure at transducer 3 which is nearly
double the initial shock wave pressure. The reflected shock wave travels up the shock
tube and gets reflected again by the steel projectile lying on the water surface.
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Figure 7.5: Steel projectile (3.665 kg), plane surface, impact velocity 39.6 ml»,
Transducer 1, 2 and 3
Figure 7.6: Steel projectile (3.198 kg), short step, impact velocity 37.5mis, Trans-
ducer 1, 2 and 3
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Figure 7.7: Steel projectile (3.85 kg), long step, impact velocity 37.5 mis, Trans-
c.ucer 1, 2 and 3
Figure 7.8: Steel projectile (3.054 kg), double step, volume ratio tv 0.3, impact
velocity 39.0 mIs, Transducer 1, 2 and 3
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Figure 7.9: Steel projectile (3.054 kg), double step, volume ratio tv 0.5, impact
velocity 39.0 mf e, 'Iransducer 1
Figure 7.6 shows the wave diagram for a double shock wave produced by the pro-
jectile with the short step. The first pressure peak (the face shock) is generated by
the top of the projectile impacting on the water surface and the second peak (1st
step shock) by the step. An interesting phenomenon is the nearly constant pressure
between the first and the second pressure peak. That implies that the velocity of the
water particles stays constant in contrast to a decelerating projectile. This occurs
as liquid flows from the front of the projectile to :fill the radial gap resulting from
the step. After the step has hit the water surface, the clearance gap between the
<hock tube wall and the projectile is completely filled with water and now the water
particles in front of the projectile have the same velocity as the projectile.
In Fig. 7.7 the wave diagram for the projectile with the 95mm step can be seen. Two
pressure pulses have been generated. The time between the first (face shock) and the
second pressure pulse (1st step shock) is much longer in comparison to Fig. 7.6 due
to the longer step of the projectile. Atjain the pressure stays constant between the
first and the second pressure peak, which is a result of a constant particle velocity
in the water. In the pressure trace of the second transducer the interference of the
reflected shock wave can be seen between the first and the final pressure peak.
A triple shock wave can be seen ill the wave diagram of Fig. 7.8 and in the pressure
history of Fig. 7.9. Figure 7.9 only shows the pressure trace of the first transducer.
As in the experiment with a single step, the first pressure peak (face shock) is
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V;[m/s] At Ateal Pl[MPa] Pl",,[MPa] P2[MPa]
32.5 553.6 490.0 25.7 11.88 30.67
37.5 452.0 434.0 27.3 14.9 37.7
38.1 451.0 410.0 22.0 15.83 45.4
45.2 404.4 372.0 30.45 22.67 50.0
Table 7.1: Test results for tha single step projectile [short]
generated by the impact of the top part of the projectile. The second (1st step
shock) and the third pressure rise (2nd step shock) are generated with the first and
the second step respectively. Again the pressure stays constant behind the first and
the second pressure peak due to a constant particle velocity in the water. The time
duration between the second and the third pressure peak increases for the double
stepped projectile (volume ratio IV 0.5) due to the longer step and the bigger volume
of the void part of the second step.
A simple one-dimensional calculation has been performed to predict the time inter-
vals between the pressure peaks and their dependence of the impact velocity of the
proje-r.Ie, In the calculations the deceleration of the projectile was calculated using
equation 6.12. The dynamic change of density in the water was calculated stepwise
for small time intervals by using the pressure information of the experiment.
The results of tests with different impact velocities for the single and double edged
projectiles in comparison to the above described calculations are shown in tables
7.1 - 7.4. In Tables 7.1 and 7.2, Pl is the first and P2 the second pressure peak in
MPa. Plall is the average of the constant pr sssure between the first and the second
pressure peak. At is the time difference between the pressure peaks in u«. InTables
7.3 and 7.4, Pl is the pressure of the first, P2 the pressure of the second, and Pa the
pressure of the third pressure pulse in MPa. Again Plall stands for the constant
pressure between the first and the second pressure peak. boh is the time difference
between the first and the second and At2 is the time between the first and the last
pressure peak in p,s.
V;[m/s] At Ateal PI [MPa] Plu,,[1I1Pa] p;z[MPaj
27.5 1678.2 1725 6.0 3.8 31.3
30.3 1531 1519.5 11.8 3.9 36.07
36 1344.5 1380 11.16 6.6 45.0
38 1197.3 1240 13.11 5.9 47.6
Table 7.2: Test results for the single step projectile [long]
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Vj[m/s] Atl Llt2 LltIc~; Llt2cal PI PIc •• P2 Pz
33 459.2 628.1 422.0 636.0 11.2 4.0 13.17 43.7
39 357.4 551.6 364.0 570.0 17.0 5.1 16.0 49.0
43 345.6 506.5 328.0 508.0 15.5 6.17 20.0 54.8
4!f.2 342.0 436.0 288.0 424.0 15.3 7.99 20.5 6ti.2
Table 7.3: Test results for the double step projectile [volume ratio'" 0.3J
Vj[m/s] Lltl t:.t2 £I.tIcal Llt2cal PI P1"u P2 P3
35.5 357.2 569.6 272.0 582.0 10.2 4.63 9.01 !5.66
40 231.7 553.5 248.0 546.0 12.8 5.81 12.5 4't1.3
46 261.0 475.0 210.0 450.0 9.55 6.2 14.0 61.5
50 247.5 447.7 202.0 438.0 17.3 8.9 17.3 65.1
Table 7.4: Test results for the double step projectile [volume ratio e- 0.5]
The results presented in Tables '7.1 to 7.4 show that the strength of the initial
pressure peak of the double and t.riple shock waves P1 seems to have a random
behaviour since the maximum pressure does not necessarily increase with increasing
impact velocity of the projectile. A possible explanation could be the absorption
of this, in comparison to normal shock waves, very short pressure peak due to the
complex fiow around the front face of the projectile into the gap which results in
the generation of micro-bubbles and cavitation. Incontrast to the behaviour of the
initial pressure peak, the constant pressure between the :first and second pressure
peak Increases with increasing impact velocity. This constant pressure also depends
on tho area of the top part of the projectile. A higher constant pressure can be
seen for the projectiles with a larger impact area. The time duration between the
first and the second pressure peak in the results for the single stepped projectile
increases with increasing length of the step. The long stepped project~:a yields a
time duration which is more than double the time of the short stepped projectile.
The same is true for the double stepped projectiles. With decreaaing length of the
steps the time between the pressure peaks decreases. The average time between the
second and the third pressure peak inrelation to the time between the first and the
third pressure peak is 29 % (volume ratio of -« 0.3) for the double-steeped projectile.
The double stepped projectile with a volume ratio of '" 0.5 yields an average time
relation of 46 % (see table 7.3 and 7.4 respectively).
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7.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF THE PRES- .
SURE HISTORY
An attempt has been made to model the Iropact process of the projectile on the water
surface. The commercial, two dimensional finite element program AUTODYN 2.66
has been used. The program allows alternative numerical processors to be selectively
used to model different components and regions of a problem. AUTODYN 2.66
includes a Lagrange processor for modeling problems with small distortions, an Euler
processor for fluids or solids with large distortions, an ALE (Arbitrary Lagrange
Euler) processor for specialised flow models and a shell processor for modeling thin
structures [36].
Inorder to simulate the impact of the projectile on the water surface and the prop-
agation of the liquid shock wave in the shock tube, an axisymmetrlc model of the
shock tube has been set-up, According to the experimental set-up the modeled .
water section of the shock tube has a length of 1.65 m and an inner diameter of
56 mm. The length, and with that the mass of the impacting projectiles, was also
chosen to be identical with the real projectiles. The material properties for water
have been taken from the AUTODYN material library. The equation of state used
in the simulation for the water section was 'shock' and the strength model 'hydro'.
For the steel and aluminium projectiles the material properties given in tl,e I\.U-
TODYN material library have been used as well The material properties for the
plastic projectile, which was manufactured out of delrin have been obtained (TOm
DuPont Engineering Polymers. The projectiles have been modeled by using the
von Mises strength model and a linear equation of state. Since no large distortions
and deformations occur the impact process of a plane projectile can be numerically
modeled by using the Lagrange processor. The shock tube wall and the end wall
were simulated by defining a. simple boundary condition to prevent material from
being transported beyond these points. The results of the numerical simulation for
the impact of a plane steel and plastic projectile and comparison to experimental
results can be seen in the following figures (Figs. 7.10 - 7.14). A good qualitative
agreement between experiment and model could be reached. As the wave diagrams
show, it was possible to model the behaviour of the liquid shock wave in the shock
tube. The comparison shows that for the numerical models lower impact velocities
!\te needed to yield comparable results. In the steel projectile simulation an impact
,docity of 40 m/s was needed to generate the wave diagram shown in Fig. 7.10.
In this case a liquid shock wave with a maximum pressure of 67 MPa, an energy
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Figure 7.W~ ft_\JTODYN 2D-model: Liquid shock wave pressure history for the
impact of the 3.665 kg steel piston. Vimp == 40m/8. Transducer position 1,2,3
I
of 3169.2 J and an impulse of 114.8 Ns has been generated. The comparable ex-
perimental Iiquid shock wave, which can he seen in Fig. 7.11 has been generated
with an impact velocity of'" 50 m]«, The maximum pressure of the experimental
shock wave is 65.3 MPa, the energy 3167.8 J and the impulse 122.5 N s, These re-
sults show that the contour of the simulated liquid shock wave is ingood agreement
with the experimental one. A comparison of the shock wave velocities shows that
the simulated shock wave travels faster than the experimental shock wave which is
presumably dU6 to the neglecting of impurities and dissolved gases in the water.
InFig. 7.12 the velocity field at the end wall shortly after the reflection of the initial
liquid shock wave can be seen. The reflection at the end wall results in approxi-
mately doable the pressure at the end wall, which can bee seen inFigs. 7.10 and
7.11. Inaddition the particle velocity in the wake of tl.J.ereflected shock wave drops
down to zero, as shown in Fig. 7.12. An interesting result obtained from the finite
element calculation is the compression of the water column due to the impact of
the steel piston. The maximum compression of the water column is 35 mm at the
time the reflected shock wa;'{ehits the steel projectile, which is still compressing the
water. The impact of the reflected shock wave on the steel piston stops a further
compression of the water and pushes the projectile backwards. This result confirms
the calculation performed in section 6.2.
The results of the simulated impact of a Delrin plastic piston can be seen in Fig.
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Figure 7.11: Experimental liquid shock wave pressure history for "he impact of the
3.665 kg steel projectile. \limp N 50m]». 'I'ra:o.sducerposition 1,2,3
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Figure 7.12: AUTODYN 2D-model: Velocity field at the end of the liquid shock
tube just after wave reflection (velocity scale units in Iem/J.Ls] and dimension scale
units in [em])
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Figure 7.13: AUTODYN 2D-model: Liquid shock wave pressure history for the
impact of the 0.2 kg plastic projectile. Vimp = 50m] s, Transducer position 1,2,3
7.13. The simulated shock wave yields an energy of 290.6 J, a maximum pressure
of 66.36 MFa and an impulse of 12 N s. The impact velocity in the simulation was
50m/ s, For comparison a liquid shock wave with I .e Same amount of energy 293.9 J .
is shown in Fig. 7.14. Th.e impact velocity of the projectile was /'V 70 m/s. 'I'he
experimental liquid shock wave has a maximum pressure of only 51 MFa and an
impulse of 17.3 Ne. This means that the contour of the slrtulated shock wave is a
little bit clifferent incomparison to the experimenta' .. Despite a higher maximum
pressure the modeled shock wave yields a lower pressure energy and impulse which
is due to a steeper pressure decrease behind the initial pressure jump.
To simulate the impact of II. projectile with a stepped surface the water section has
to be calculated by using an Euler processor since large distortions occur for the
impact surface. The projectile is still defined in Lagrange, Both processors can be
coupled by using a polygon to define the Lagrange surface Interac 0 ;.,~ with the Euler
mesh. The clearance gap between the stepped projectile and the !i'J.ocktube wall is
defined as a void Euler mesh to allow this space to be filled with wa.t.erduring the
impact since the Euler framework is :fixedand no masses can be transported beyond
the original defined mesh. Therefore no boundaries have to be specified for the Euler
modeled water section, As an example the pressure history of the aingle stepped
piston with an impact velocity of 37.5 m/ s is shown in Fig. 7.15. The corresponding
pressure history of the experimental test is shown in Fig. 7.6. The comparison shows
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Figure 7.14: Ehcperimentalliquid shock wave pressure history for the impact of the
0.2 kg plastic projectile. Vimp '" 70ml», Transducer position 1,2,3
that the numerical model is in good agreement with the experimental shock. wave.
The numerical shock wave reveals the initial pressure peak which is followed by a
constant pressure up to the second pressure peak as noted in the experiments. The
maximum pressure and the shock wave velocity are higher for the numerical model
as already mentioned earlier in this section. The results of the numerical simulations .
for different impact velocities are shown inTable 7.5, where Pl is the first and P2 the
second pressute peale inMFa. Plat! is the average of the constant pressure between
the first and the second pressure peak. At is the time difference between the pressure
peaks in fLs. To allow comparisons of the numerical results with the experimental
results (see table 7.1) the impact velocities in the simulation have been chosen to be
identical with the experimental impact velocities. The comparison of the two tables
shows for all impact velocities that the initial pressure peak and the second pressure
peak of the computed shock waves are higher than the peaks of the experimental
ones. In contrast to this the constant pressure PIau of the simulation is in good
agreement to she experimental constant pressure. Again a possible explanation for
this could be partial absorption of the very short pressure peaks due to dissolved
gases ill the water. This absorption is not as significant as for the short pressure
peaks due to its longer time :_>eriod.
The time differences At shown in table 7.5 are smaller than the ones obtained from
the experiments. This can be explained by the neglecting of friction between the
projectile and the shock tube wall in the numerical model.
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Figure 7.15: AUTODYN 2D-model: Liquid shock wave pressure history for the
impact of the single stepped projectile [short]
V; [m/s] At Pi [MPa] Pla~ [MPa) P2 [MPa]
32.5 399.9 30.1 13.16 46.6
3'1.5 352.5 34.0 15.83 58.8
38.1 340 34.5 17.05 66.9
45.2 332 43.5 22.78 80.1
Table 7.5: AUTODYN 2D results for the single step projectile [short]
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8 FORMING OF CIRCULAR METAL
DISKS
The deformational behaviour of circular metal disks under the impact of liquid shock
waves is discussed in this chapter. Experiments have been performed to determine
the stress and strain state of the disks. A theoretical approach is given to predict the
maximum midpoint deflection. The deformation process .is optically Investigated and
the strain rates are calculated. A finite element model is presented and the numerical
results are compared with the experimental results.
8.1 STRAINS AND STRESSES OF DEFORMED METAL
PLATES
The stress and strain state of a deformed metal can be determined by measuring
the deformation of the formed part. The free forming of clrcular disks has been
performed with copper and mild steel disks.
To determine the three strains !rl lCD, er of the metal disks after the deformation .
process the displacement, of a grid is measured. The grid is painted with 3. template
onto the disk before the test. From the measured displacements the natural strains
can be calculated by using the following equations:
(8.1 )
Rieo=ln-Rio (8.2)
T.-
f.T =In--'
TiO
(8.3)
'l'he constancy of volume is given by:
ICr+€O +f.T = 0 (8.4)
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Figure 8.1: Measurements of circumferential and radial strains
Figure 8.2: Pictures of deformed copper disks. Thickness 0.55 mm. From left to the
right hand side: JO.95,13.45, 14.4, 16.15 mm midpoint deflection
Figure 8.3: Pictures of deformed copper disks. Thickness 0.9 mm. From left to the
right hand side: 16.03,17.22,17.5,19.0 mm midpoint deflection
.ro determine the circumferential and radial displacements of the grid, a Nikon Profile
Proje, tor with a zoom of 10 is used. The adjustment of the profile projector is
ortical to tho plate and therefore only the radius R; can be measured. The radial
displacement r has to be calculated from the radius R;, and the actual height of the
point. The distance between two points is approximated as It. straight line (see Fig.
8.1). l'he height of the points on the deformed disks is measured with a normal clock
gauge. The thickness of the disk is measured with an electronic gauge (Heldenhalm
MT 60). The accuracy of this measuring device lies within 0.001 mm.
In Fig. 8.2 and 8.3 photographs of several copper test plates are shown. The
maximum midpoint deformation increases from the left to the right hand side.
The following pictures (Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5) show a typical example of the strain
measurements of a deformed copper plate. The variation of the height and the
thickness over the radius is shown in Fig. 8.4. The picture shows that the .sk
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Figure 8.4: Variation of height and thickness for a 0.55 mm copper disk after impact
of a shock wave with Pmax = 25.56 M Pa, E = 116.96 J and I = 10.97 N s
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Figure 8.5: Variation of natural strains for a 0.55 mm copper disk after impact of a
shock wave with Pmo.z == 25.56 M Pa, E = 116.96 J and 1= 10.97 N s
WIl$ deformed to a dome profile. The deflection thickness ratio in this case was
DIT == 29.36. Fig. 8.5 shows the variation of the natural strains over the radius. In
literature (e.g. Wilson [12]) the strain conditions for a bulged disk are reported to
be balanced biaxial. That means that the stresses in the radial and circumferential
directions are equrI and therefore fr == fl) = -0.5 er- In Fig. 8.5 it can be seen
that this is true for the top of the dome up to a radius of approximately 20 mm.
At the outer part of the dome the circumferential strain tends towards zero due to
the clamping of the disk. The results of the strain measurements also show good
agreement with the constancy of volume (equation 8.4).
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1
de; = G [dO'r - v (duo + dUT)]
1
deO= o [duo-v(duT+dur)]
deT = ~ [dUT - v (duo + du,,)]
(8.5)
(8.6)
(8.7)
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Figure 8.6; Variation of stresses for a O.55mm copper disk after impact of a shock
wave withpmax = 25.56MPa, E:::: 116.96J and 1= 1O.97Ns
The stress state of the deformed part can be determined by using the Levy - Mises
plastic stress strain relationship:
Since the plastic behaviour of the metal is non - linear the equations are expressed
in incremental form. Due to the constancy of volume (Eq. 8.4) the Poisson's ratio is
11 = 0.5. The constant G is the secant modulus of the effective stress strain diagram.
The Levy - Mises equations neglect the elastic strains and are therefore only valid
for large deformations. Since the assumption of a balanced biaxial loading condition
is made, the principal axes of strain have a fixed orientation due to the principal
stresses and strains being equal (er = eo ; Ur = uo) and due to zero shear stress on
all planes. Therefore Eqs. 8.5 - 8.7 can be written in terms of total strain. Another
assumption is that the sheet metal is very thin and therefore UT is equal to zero.
InFig. 8.6 the radial and circumferential stress distribution of the same deformed
copper plate can be seen as a. typical example. The stress values have been calculated
by using Eqs. 8.5 - 8.7 and by using the natural strains which are shown in Fig.
8.5. Near the centre of the dome the radial stress is equal to the circumferential
stress due to the balanced biaxial behaviour. Towards the outer parts of the disk
the circumferential stress tends towards zero.
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Figure 8.7: Geometry of circular ring element
8.1.1 DEFORMATION ENERGY FOR CmCULAR PLATES
In. section 6.3 the equation for the deformation energy per unit volume has been
derived. The total deformation energy of the circular plate can now be calculated
by using the radial, height and thickness strains, which have been determined in
section 8.1. The calculation of the deformation energy is divided into six parts
because the measurements mentioned above have been performed six times over the
radius of the test specimen.
The effective strain is defined as [12]:
e= J~[(eo - t:r)2 + (eo - fT)2 + (fT - t:r)2] (8.9)
The effective strain states that ductile failure at any point in a body under any .
combination of stress begins only when equal to the strain energy of distortion
absorbed per unit volume at any point in a simple tension specimen [12]. Equation
8.9 is only valid for an idealised metal where the deformation is isotropic [37].
For the calculation of the effective strain the radial, the circumferential and the
thickness strains, which have been determined from the deformed disk, are used.
The volume of the teat specimen is integrated using a circular element (see Fig. 8.7)
of the deformed plate.
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rR1V = 21JT 1112 1+ (h2-hl)2RdRR1-R2
For the circular element the thickness and the strain is assumed constant.
Vi= 7r1iV1+ ( hi+1 - hi)2 (R;2 - Rf )
R;-R;+1 +1
The values for the deforma.tion energy calculated using equation 8.8 can be seen
in Table 8.1. For copper the material properties of the static tensile tests have
been used since these values stay constant up to strain rates of 1048-1 (see section
4.4). The material properties for mild steel change with increasing strain rates and
therefore the dynamic properties determined by Bramley and Melor [32] have been
used.
The table shows that for test specimens out of copper and mild steel the results of
the calculated deformation energy are very similar to the measured energy of the
liquid shock wave. That means that the shock wave enE>':g'Jis nearly completely ,
transformed into deformation energy. This is in good agreement with the experi-
mental results since the liquid shock waves always get completely absorbed by the
deforming specimen.
For copper, machined specimens and sheet material have been used in the experi-
ments. Ingeneral the sheet material reveals a better agreement with the calculation
since the machined specimen vary in thickness due to the tolerances given. A typi-
cal pressure history for a test with a copper test specimen can be seen in Fig. B.B.
The pressure trace for transducer 3, which is located 25 mUl. above the metal plate
shows the transaction between the deforming metal specimen and the impacting
liquid shock wave very well. The incoming shock wa.ve travels with a velocity of
1501.6 ni]s and impacts 17.6 f1-8 after passing the third transducer. For a very short
period the shock wave gets reflected before the metal starts to deform. This reflec-
tion can be seen in the small second peak on the initial shock wave. The information
of the deformation of the copper disk reaches the third transducer 39.25 f1-8 after the
initial shock wave has passed the transducer, which results ina sudden pressure drop
in the pressure :history. In addition no further reflection of the shock wave can be
seen which leads to the conclusion that the pressure energy gets nearly completely
absorbed by the deformation process.
For the mild steel specimen the difference between the deformation energy and the
shock wave energy is a little bigger. This difference between the energies is due to a
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Figure 8.8: Pressure history for a liquid shock wave impacting on a copper specimen
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Figure 8.9: Pressure history for a liquid shock wave impacting on a mild steel
specimen
Thickness Shock Wave Energy Deformation Energy Max. Deformation
[mm] [.1) [.1) [mm]
Copper sheet:
0.55 45.88 43.02 10.95
0.55 79.25 73.5 13.45
0.55 90.4 79.26 14.4
0.55 116.96 105.56 16.15
0.9 144.3 135.05 16.03
0.9 183.5 153.96 17.5
0.9 184.9 161.94 17.22
0.9 219.6 178.27 19.00
Copper machined:
0.55 26.2 33.7 8.96
0.55 32.97 45.29 9.95
0.55 38.14 48.49 9.99
0.55 40.2 44.4 9.77
0.9 26.84 20.38 7.5
0.9 39.1 24.42 8.4
0.9 41.77 34.28 7.72
0.9 68.65 57.2 9.75
0.9 88.43 60.0 11.67
0.9 98.22 74.5 11.15
0.9 162.2 130.3 14.85
0.9 181.0 144..09 14.25
0.9 193.95 171.7 15.U
0.9 198.99 166.99 15.95
1.5 210.9 147.6 12.45
1.5 277.9 197.7 14.50
Mild steel sheet
1.6 210.0 140 6.37
1.6 569.1 491 12.28
1." 701.3 649 14.43
1.6 703.2 685 14.90
1.6 1064.1 827 16.77
Table 8.1: Comparison of deformation energy with shock wave energy for machined
copper and mild steel specimen and for sheet material
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higher resistance and spring back of the mild steel specimen. This can be seen in Fig
8.9. ming shock wave is travelling with a speed of 1568 mj s and impacts on
the ~\4 1, .. { J.t.s after passing the transducer. A first reflection can be seen in the
second peak on the initial shock wave. The information of the deformation of the
metal ~ reaches the transducer 35 J1.s after the initial shock wave has passed the
transducer. 63 J.lS later the deformation slows down and the pressure starts rislng
slowly again. A small pressure: wave travelling back up the shock tube can be Seen.
(8.11)
8.2 PREDICTION OF MIDPOINT DEFLECTION
As shown in the previous s!, ion 8.1.1 almost the total amount of the pressure
energy of the liquid shock wave is transformed into deformation energy of the metal
specimen. This gives the possibility to predict the maximum deflection of the bulged
disk and its dependence on the input energy by just using the material properties,
the thirkness of the metal disk and by assuming a cone as the final deformed shape.
First of all it is necessary to determine the volume of the metal being deformed. The
radial, circumferential, and thickness strains depend on the stress condition for the
high velocity forming. As the experiments show the stress condition for a bulged
disc is similar to the balanced biaxial tension and therefore the thickness reduction
is given by:
(8.10) .
It is assumed that the final shape of the deformed circular plate is similar to a cone
(see Fig. 8.10).
For the cone the differential volume element Is!
with
dz=V1+(;~rdR
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Figure 8.10: Geometry of deformed disk
After integration the volume of the d, rmed disc can be calculated:
To compute the average thickness of the defo, med disc the average radial strain eat!
has to be calculated first:
J.Rg +y2
Eav == In R.J -
This leads to an average thickness Tav of:
T. ,_ m e-2InV1+(1J/Ro)2av -..to
With the average thickness the average volume Vav of the deformed metal can be
calculated:
(8.13)
The assumption of an average strain leads to a small contradiction in the assumption
of an incompressible material since VAV i= Va. However the error is in general less
than 10%. For the largest deformation of 19 mm the error increases to 15%.
Using equation 8.9 and the relationship for balanced biaxial tension (eqn. 8.10) the
effective strain can be calculated to be:
e:=2zn/1+ (~r (8.14)
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Figure 8.11: Comparison .)f calculated and experimental midpoint deflection for·
0.55 mm copper plates
Combining the equations 6.3, 8.13 and 8.14 leads to an expression for the deformation
energy depending on the midpoint deflection and the material constants of the bulged
disk.
Since the shock Waveenergy is nearly completely transformed into deformation en-
ergy, W can be exchanged with the energy of the liquid shock wave E. Equation
8.15 is now just a function of y (E = fey»~ and the mi.dpoint deflection can therefore
easily be predicted by using the above equation.
Pig. 8.11 to Fig. 8.14 show the results of the performed calculation in comparison .
to experimental results. The experiments have been performed with 0.9 mm and
0.55 mm circular copper disks and 1.6 mm, 1.0 mm and 0.5 mm circular mild steel
disks. For the calculation the static material properties for copper and the dynamic
material properties according to [32] have been used. In Fig. 8.13 the calculated
curve for both, static and dynamic material properties are shown and it can be seen
that the deformation energy due to the high strain rates increases.
Overall the results show excellent agreement between the calculated curve and the
experimental values considering the approximations that have been made. The
maximum difference between calculation and experimental results for both materials
is smaller than 15 % and the above theoretical approach can be used to estimate
the midpoint deflection of circular disks.
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(8.15)
Defonnation versus energy [0.9 mm plate]
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of calculated and experimental midpoint deflection for
0.9 mm copper plates
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Figure 8.13: Comparison of calculated and expedmental midpoint deflection for
1.6 mm mild steel plates
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Figure 8.14: Comparison of calculated and experimental midpoint deflection for
1.0 mm and 0.5 mm mild steel plates
8.3 OPTICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE DEFOR-
I\1ATION PROCESS
The experimental set-up described in section 4.3 allows the production of pictures
of the metal deformation during tho impact of the shock Wave. Good results have
been obtained for a camera setting of three to four superimposed pictures with an
exposure time of 11 us each. A larger number of pictures reduces contrast due to
the superimposing and it has been found difficult to separate them. Tests have been
performed with copper and mild steel specimens machined out of thick plates. The
design of the specimens and the test section is shown in Fig. 4.7 and 4.9 respectively.
The behaviour of the machined specimens has been found to be very similar to the
behaviour of fully clamped circular disks. Measurements of the strains show a good
accordance of both types of specimen. Due to the machined and therefore rougher
surface, the specimens out of solid tend to rupture at an earlier stage.
8.3.1 DEFLECTION TIME mSTORY AND DEFORMATION VELO-
CITY
In the following figures, pictures of the experlments are shown. For these experiments
the 'FlashCam' has been used. The camera, and therefore the picture, is rotated
by 9Q degrees in order to have a higher. resolution in the same direction as the
deformation since the camera's resolution is 756 x 290 pixels. Due to the optical
set-up only the enlarged centre part of the test specimen is visible. To magnify the
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deformation process in the picture an. aspect ratio of 2:1 was chosen. This leads to
the oval shape of the test section window. The white line in the pictures shows the
position of the undisturbed disk before the impact of the shock wave. In Fig. 8.15
the deformation process of a copper test specimen with a thickness of 0.55 mm is
shown. The shock wave had a maximum pressure of p == 28.6 MPa. The three
superimposed pictures were taken at 80 u», 151 p.s and 222 p.s after the impact of
the shock wave. It can be seen that the deformation starts in the outer part of the
test specimen and that the centre remains nearly flat. The plastic hinge, moving
towards the centre, is clearly visible in the second picture. When the plastic hinge
reaches the centre, the metal is pushed rapidly forward until the maximum deflection
is reached. The existence of the plastic hinge was theoretically predicted in 1951
by Hudson [15J (see section 3). Johnson [11] pointed out that the material in the
central region of the disk, bounded by the plastic hinge, is progressively, radially
stretched and thinned whilst that in the conical region is rigid and stationary.
The local deformation velocities of the metal specimen at a certain deformation stage
have been determined from the pictures and are shown in Fig. 8.15 as well. The
velocity was calculated by measuring the difference in the position of the centre of
the specimen for each picture. The time duration between each picture was obtained
from the camera setting (80 us for the first and 71 p.s for the last two pictures).
Thus the term local velocity represents the mean velocity between two successive
frames.
From the first to the second picture the velocity drops from 58.4 mls to 50.9 mls.
This velocity drop is due to the centre part staying behind the deformation of the
outer part. From the second to the third picture the centre is rapidly folded forwards
which leads to a large rise in the local velocity up to 95.5 tn]s, The average velocity
of the total deformation process, which is calculated from the three local velocities
is 68 mf s.
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In Fig. 8.16 two experiments with 0.9 mm copper plates subjected to a similar
pressure pulse are shown. Fig. 8.16a shows the deformation of the plate at an early
stage and Fig. 8.16b at the final stage. The three pictures of Fig. 8.16a.have been
taken 47 p.s , 108 p.s and 169 ue after the impact of the shock wave. The plastic "
hinge moving radially inwards can be seen very clearly. The behaviour of the lo-
cal velocities in the centre of the disk is governed by the plastic hinge and changes
rapidly at this early stage of deformation. After a fast acceleration of the disk due
to the impact of the shock wave the movement of the centre slows down. The de-
formation is only taking place in the plastic hinge and the centre remains flat and
nearly undisturbed, This can be seen in a major velocity drop from 73 m]« down to
50.5 mf». With the plastic hinge folding the centre forward the velocity rises again
J
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Figure 8.15: Pictures and local deformation velociti.es on the centre line of a copper
specimen with a thickness of 0.55 mm. The maximum pressure of the shock wave is
p = 28.6 MPa, the impulse I = 9.85 N 8 and the shock wave energy E = 107.25 J
up to 80 m]».
In Fig. 8.16b the pictures have been taken 67/1-8, 128 /-L8 and 189 /-L8 after the impact
of the shock wave. The deformation process is much further developed than in Fig.
8.16a, i.~. it shows the plastic hint;e at a later stage. In t.he third picture the centre
Is already folded forward and the final shape is reached. A thin water jet ejected out
of a small crack can also be seen in the third picture. These small ruptures OCCUlTed
quite often in the test specimens due to the rougher surface after machining. For
larger deformations tearing starts at these points. The local velocities for this test
show a similar behaviour. The velocity of the centre at the second picture is slightly .
higher than in the first picture because the plastic hinge is further developed and
has already accelerated the centre. The average velocity for this test is 82.6 m] s,
As an example of the deformation process of circular mild steel plates Fig. 8.17 shows
the deformation process of a mild steel plate with an initial thickness of 1.0 mm.
For this experiment the ultra high speed camera 'Sensiflam' was used (see 4.3).
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Figure 8.16: Pictures and local velocities on the centre line of two copper specimen
with a thickness of 0.9 mm. p~ = 36.4 MPa, III = 11.8 Ns, E~ = 162 J; Pli =
40 MPa, 10= 11.64 u»; Eb = 181 J
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The three superimposed pictures have been taken 57 ue, 118 f.Ls and 232 f.L3 after
impact of the shock wave. The deformational behaviour of the mild steel specimen
is quite similar to copper. The deformation commences in the outer part of the -
specimen. The plastic hinge can be seen in the first frame. In the first picture of
the first frame the centre part is still undisturbed. In the second picture the plastic
hinge has reached the centre. which is rapidly folded forwards. This results in a large
increase in the local deformation velocity up to 111.8 m] s, The average deformation
velocities of the mild steel specimens are comparable to the velocities of the copper
specimens as welL The average deformation velocity in this test was 80.22 m] s,
In the following three figures the behaviour of the average deformation velocities
with respect to maximum deformation, shock wave energy and shock wave impulse
are presented for 0.55 mm, 0.9 mm and 1.5 mm copper and 1.0 mm mild steel
specimens. The average deformation velocities have been calculated by using the
peak deflection of the disk shown on the third superlmposed picture and the time
delay between impact of the shock wave on the disk and the recording of the third
picture. InFig. 8.18 the deformation velocity is plotted versus the peak deformation
of the test specimens. The average velocity shows a linear behaviour and seems to
be independent of the thickness and t':l.ematerial of the metal plates.
InFig. 8.19 and 8.20 the average deformation velocity versus the shock wave energy
and the impulse is shown. Inboth cases the curves do not reveal a linear behaviour.
Therefore the values in these two figures are plotted in a log-log diagram to get an
almost linear dependence for each curve.
In both figures the thinner plates in comparison to the thicker ones reach higher
deformation velocities for a constant input energy. The specimens of mild steel,
which need in general a higher deformation energy and which can sustain a larger
impulse, reveal a dependence with the lowest slope.
Since the values in the energy and impulse diagram (Fig. 8.l!} !}'w'i Fig. 8.20) are
drawn in logarithmic scale the curves reveal a quite linear behaviour. Therefore it
can be estimated that the values behave according to a power law:
The dependence of the average deformation velocity on the energy:
Vall =cE!t+b
and the dependence on the impulse:
The coefficients c, b, z can be obtained from the diagrams.
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Figure 8.17: Pictures and local deformation velocities on the centre line of a mild
steel specimen with a thickness of 1.0 mm. The maximum pressure of the shock wave
isp = 65.0 MPa, the impulse I::::; 17.74 Ns and the shock wave energy E = 449.3 J
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Figure 8.18: Average deformation '...elocity versus maximum deformation
OeforJtt:lth;m velocity versus shock Wave energy
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Figure 8.19: Average deformation velocity versus shock wave energy
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Figure 8.20: Average deformation velocity versus shock wave impulse
8.3.2 STRAIN RATES
From the time the metal needs to respond to the impulsive loading, the strain rates
can be determine". For the natural strain the strain rate is defined as follows:
The strain ral"~has an effect on the behaviour of the metal during the deformation
process. In [12] the following table is given to classify the strain rates and to show
their effects and the thermodynamic conditions.
Effect or condition
x
o - 10-31 10-3 - 1021
8 S
Isothermal
Steady strain rate E =f: f($j t)
Increased resistance to flow
Adiabatic (thermodynamic)
Elastic & plastic wave propagation effects
Unsteady strain rate e= f($, t)
x x
X
X
X
X
X
X
Table 8.2: Basic strain rate effects and thermodynamic conditions [12]
From the table it can be seen that, in the static range, heat is dissipated fast enough
to maintain isothermal conditions. As velocity increases, adiabatic conditions are
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Figure 8.21: Strain rates versus liquid shock wave energy, circular disks
voproached in which the heat does not dissipate from the specimen during the
deformation process. Up to 102 8-1 wave effects are negligible and a steady strain
rate exists. That means that the strain is not a function of both p Jsition and
time. For higher strain rates the resistance to flow increases, which leads in the
dynamic stress strain diagrams to an elevation of the curve above the static one.
The ductility of the metal under high strain rates depends on the material. It might
Increase, decrease or remain constant as for low strain rates.
The strain rates in this sectjon are determined by using the effective strains cal-
culated with eqn. 8.9 and the deformation times obtained from the experiments.
performed with the high speed video cameras. Th0 average deformation speed has
to be considered because the pictures do not automatically show the maximum de-
formation of the test specimen. The time difference between the largest deformation
on the picture and the maximum deformation measured after the test is calculated
using the average deformation speed. InFig. 8.21 the strain rates versus the shock
wave energy are shown. The results show in this range of strain rates a nearly linear
behaviour.
8.3.3 STRAIN RA'rE MEASUREMENTS DURlNG THE DEFOR-
MATION PROCESS
The optical set-up shown in Fig. 4.9 gives the possibility to study the behaviour
of the metal specimen during the impact simultaneously from two directioi.s. The
set-up of the mirror system enables the camera to record the side view and the
bottom view of the test speci- :n in one picture. The side view reveals the shape .
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Figure 8.22: Side and bottom view of deforming copper specimen showing two su-
perimposed pictures at 122 Its and 244 JLs
~
Iof tho deformed specimen during che deformation as already described in section8.3.1. The bottom view shows the movement of the grid, which was painted ontothe specimen before the test and allows the strains during the deformation to bedetermined. By using the strains and the time at which the picture has been recorded
the strain rates for that particular deformation stage can be calculated.
As an example Fig. 8.22 shows a picture of a 0.9 '171m copper plate. The left side
of the picture shows the side view and the right side shows the bottom view. The
quality of the picture is not ac good as the quality of the pictures in section 8.3.1
since the specimen had to be illuminated from the bottom and tho side, which
results in some reflections on the image. The photograph shows two superimposed
pictures taken 122 JLS and 244 Jl8 after the impact c.f the shock wave. The first
picture taken at 122 JL.. shows the deformation process at an into mediate stage,
The side view reveals clearly the plastic hinge. The maximum midpoint deflection
at this stage is 8.57 rnm. The second superimposed picture shows the deformation
at a later stage which is close to the final deformed shape of the specirr 'I Paint
particles lifting of the specimen can be seen in the second picture as -ll, The
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Figure 8.23: Deformation and local strain rates of the copper plate at 122 /-La
maximum midpoint deflection in this picture is 1:t3 mm. The final deformation
of the specimen measured after the test is 12.5 min. The bottom view (right side)
of the photograph shows clearly the movement of the grid. The photograph shows
white lines with a brighter middle part. These white lines are the grid lines, which
have been drawn onto the specimen with an initial thickness of 2 mm. Since two
superimposed pictures have been. taken the photograph shows the white grid lines _
at different positions. The bright middle part is due to an overlapping of the grid
lines from the first and the second picture. From the dislocation of the grid the
circumferential strain (;0 can be calculated directly by using equation 8.2. The
radial displacement is calculated by using the circular displacement and the actual
height of the pcint measured in the side view photograph. The distance between
two measured points has been approximated as a straight. line. The radial strain can
then be calculated by using equation 8.1. 'I'he thickness strain cannot be measured
and has therefore to be derived from equation 8.4. In. order to calculate the strain
rates the effective strain is calculated first by using equation 8.9. The results of the
strain rates measurements at two different deformation stages are shown in Fig 8.23
and 8.24. The figures show the strain rates and the shape of the specimen at the
specific times of 122 IJ.S and 244 ue,
In Fig. 8.23 measurements have been made in the undisturbed centre part, in the
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Figure 8.24: Deformation and local strain rates of the copper plate at 244 /-ts
plastic hinge and outside the plastic hinge. The results show a very low strain rate in
the centre part and the maximum strain ralle in the plastic hinge. This means that
the centre is nearly undisturbed as already assumed in literature (e.g. [11] and [15])
and that the deformation process if; driven by the plastic hinge. In Fig. 8.24 the
plastic hinge has already reached ,I;hecentre and folded it forward. The values for
the strain rates are rlsing towards the centre. At the outer part of the t .t specimen
the strain rates tend towards zero due to the clamping of the disk.
8.3.4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF THE DEFORMATION·
PROCESS
The deformation process of flat copper disks has been numerically investigated by
using the commercial finite element package AUTOn-iN 2.66. This program is de-
scribed in section 7.3. In the finite element model a planar two dimensional liquid
shock tube with a length of 0.5 m and an inner height of 56 rnm (according to the
real shock tube) is considered. 'I'he liquid shock wave in the model is generated by
simulating the impact of a Delrin piston on the water surface. For the delrin piston
and the water section a Lagrange processor has been used.
Act tho. end ,,,,fthe 0.5 m long shock tube the copper specimen is introduced. AU-
TODYN offers for the modeling of thin structures a special 'shell' processor which
has been employed in this case. 'The equation of st.ate used, describes a rigid? strain
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hardening material by defining the yield stress at; certain strains. The start point
of the plasticity curve is defined by the yield stress at zero strain. The material
properties for the copper specimen have been taken feom the static tensile tests.
As an example of the results from these numerical calculations the deformation
process of a 0.9 mm copper plate is shown .in FIg. 8.25 to 8.32. The maximum
midpoint deflection of this example is 13.5 mm, which allows comparisons with
the experimentally determined deformation process of the 0.9 mm copper plate
shown in Fig. S.16b. To reach this maximum midpoint deflection of 13.5 mm in
the numerical model a much stronger liquid shock. wave had to be used (!:l.E ~
50%). This difference between model and reality is most probably due to the model
being plane two-dimensional. It was not possible to simulate the problem in an
axisymmetric model since cell degeneration occurred on the axis of symmetry. In
addition to the model being purely two-dimensional a difference occurs inthe contour
of the numerical liquid shock.wave as already described in section 7.3. The pressure
history of the simulated liquid shock wave can be seen inFig. 8.33.
The comparison between the numerical results and experimental results shows a
good qualitative agreement. The first six figures (Fig. 8.25 - 8.30) show velocity
plots of the lower part of the water section and the metal specimen. Fig. 8.25 is taken
23 fJ.8 after impact of the liquid shock wave. The deformation has already started
and the metal is pushed forwards. Since the movement of the metal is restricted at
the outer. part due to the boundary condition a plastic hinge is formed. This results
in the water particles being pushed inwards. The plastic runge movement towards
the centre of the dis';(can be seen in the following two pictures. The water particles
are pushed inwards even more which results In higher water velocities behind the
plastic hinge. The centre part of the metal specimen stays a little bit behind the
plastic hinge which can be seen in the Fig. 8.26 and 8.27. Fig. 8.27 shows the
specimen 123 /.1,8 after the impact of the Iiquid shock wave and can therefore be .
compared to the second picture in Fig. 8.l6b which has been taken 123 /.I,.~ after
impact. The development of the plastic hinge is quite similar. The length of the
flat centre part is about 25 m'17• lr- both pictures. The numerical simulation reveals
velocity vectors pointing inwards for the outer parts of the metal specimen, which
have already been deformed by the plastic hinge. In the following pictures (Fig. 8.28
and 8.29) the plastic hinge reaches the centre. The water particles are still pushed
inwards which leads to a maximum velocity in the centre. This results in the centre
part being rapidly pushed forwards. The final deformed shape of the specimen can
be seIIDin Fig. 8.30. The metal and the water velocity has dropped to zero.
The deformation velocities of the metal specimen in the centre part are shown in
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increase.
Fig. 8.34. III the figure it can be seen that the maximum deformation velocity occurs
right at the beginning of the deformation. With increasing deformation the velocity
drops down. This is in good agreement with the experimental results shown inFig.
8.16 a and b. These figures show a large velocity drop from the early stage of' the
deformation and then again a large increase of the velocity when the centre folds
forward.
With the liquid shock wave impacting on the metal specimen the deformation com-
mences and the shock wave does not get reflected. Instead an expansion wave is
generated which travels up the shock tube. The generation of the expansion wave,
which is possible in the numerical model since pure water if( assumed, is due to the
fact that the deformation velOCityof the metal is higher than the velocity of the
water particles induced by the piston. The local flow has to accelerate to remain
attached to the plate since the deformation. velocity for the copper specimen at the
beginning of the defol7:"ation process is higher than 90 mf s (see Fig. 8.34). The
velocities of the water particles behind the shock wave, which are equal to the im- .
pact velocity of the projectile, are 60 ml s, In Fig. 8.31 and 8.32 two contour plots
are shown 23 fLS and 73 fL8 after the impact of the shock wave. The plots show
the generation of the expansion wave. The expansion wave can also be seen in the
simulated pressure history inFig. 8.33. The time duration of the expansion wave is
similar to the deformation time of the metal specimen. The pressure history shows
the reflection of the expansion wave at the top end of the liquid shock tube, where
the Delrin piston lis still lying on the water surface. The reflected expansion wave
is characterised by the second negative pressure peak and the following pressure
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Figure 8.25: AUTODYN 2D-model: Deformation of a 0.9 mm copper plate at 23 J.tS
a.fter impact of liquid shock wave (velocity .;,;,rueunits in [em!J.ts] and dimension
scale units in [em])
Figure 8.26: AUTODYN 2D-model: Deformation of a 0.9 mm copper plate at 73 J.ts
after impact of liquid shock wave (velocity scale units in [em! fls] and dimension
scale units in [ern])
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Figure 8.27: AUTODYN 2D-model: Deformation of a 0.9 mm copper plate at 123 us
after impact ofliquid shock wave (velocity Beale units in [em/ .us] and dimension scale
aits in [em])
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Figure 8.28: AUTODYN 2D.model: Deformation of a 0.9 mm copper plate at 173 /-Ls
after impact of liquid shock wave (velocity scale units in [em/ /-Ls] and dimension scale
units in [em])
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Figure 8.29: AUTODYN 2D-model: Deformation of a 0.9 mm copper plate at 223 f1.s
after impact of liquid shock Wave(velocity scale units in [em/ f1.s]and dimension scale
units in (em])
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Figure 8.30: AUTODYN2D-model: Deformation of a 0.9 mm copper plate at 273 tse
after impact ofli(, \d shock wave (velocity scale univs in [em/ f.ts] and dimension scale
units in [em])
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Figure 8.31: AUTODYN 2D-model~ Contour plot at 23 {.LS after impact of liquid
shock wave on the specimen (pressure in [gm/(cm {.LS2)])
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Figure 8.32: AUTODYN 2D-model: Contour plot at 73 {.LS after impact of liquid
shock wave on the specimen (pressure in [gm/(cm j.ts2)])
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9 FORMING OF CYLINDRICAL METAL
TUBES
Circular metal tubes out of mild steel and copper are investigated with respect to
their deformational behaviour. The stress and strain state of the deformed tuber
is determined experimentally and the deformation energy is calculated. The deior
mation process during the impact of the liquid shock wave is optically inve stigated
and the strain rates are calculated. The forming of cylindrical tubes into eyllndr.cal,
hexagonal and octagonal dies is examined and the results are presented.
9.1 FOCUSING OF THE LIQUID SHOCK WAVE INTO
THE CYLINDRICAL TEST TUBE BY MEANS
OF A NOZZLE
For the forming of cylindrical metal tubes the liquid shock wave has to be focused
into the inside of the tube by means of a nozzle. The set-up of the test section and
the arrangement of the nozzle and the test specimen can be seen in Fig. 4.5. The
behaviour of the liquid shock wave passing through the nozzle has been numerically
Investigatsd by using a finite: element solver implemented by Felthun {38]. This
finite element solver uses the Euler equations. The use of the Euler equations, which
ignore the effecss of viscosity, is acceptable since the length of time over which the
shock wave acts is much shorter than the time period over which viscous effects will
develop [39]. The finite element solver uses a. T'dylor-Galerkil.: algorithm ([40]) which
is used in conjunction with a, Flux-Corrected-Transport algorithm [41] to maintain
high resolution of discontinuities. For refining the mesh appropriately an adaptive
refinement algorithrr was used [42].
The results of this numerical simulation are shown in Figs. 9.1 - 9.4. The initial
shock wave has a maximum pressure of 47 M'Pa. The elapsed time is tal- ~n from -
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the first contact of the shock wave with the nozzle. It' all cases the shock wave is
travelling from the left to the right hand side. Each ngure displays the isopycnics
(contour lines of equal density). In. the figures the liquid shock wave passing through
the nozzle is shown. With the impact of the shock wave on the side walls of the
ncssle a reflected shock wave is generated (see Fig. 9.1), which has a curvature
pointing inwards and is travelling ill the same direction as the initial shock wave.
Finally the reflected shock wave catches up with the initial shock wave due to the
higher speed of sound in the compressed medium (Fig. 9.2 tf' 11.5). T";s leads to a
magnification of the pressure of the initial shock wave.
A typical experimental pressure diagram for the set-up with nozzle can be seen in
Fig. 9.5. A fourth pressure transducer has been introduced immediately under the
nozzle. The initial shock wave yields a maximum pressure of 47 E~·T'a and an energy
of 607 J. The pressure behind the nozzle has been m' .. ified to 171 MFa. In the
CFD calculation the focused shock wave yields a maximum pressure of 215 MPa.
9.2 STRAINS AND STRESSES OF DEFORMED METAL
TUBES
Similar to the case of forming of circular plates a grid is painted onto ~;'1cylindrical
tubes before each test. After the test the deformations are measured by using the
Heidenhahn MT 60 electronic gauge fOI the thickness reduction, a vernier gauge for
the radial expansion and the Nikon Profile Projector for measuring the Iongitudinal
deformation. Since the adjustment of th" profile projector is vertical to the tube only
the vercical displacement can be measured. The actual longitudinal displacement
has to be calculated from the vertical displacement and the actual radius of the
point. The distance between two points is approximated as a straight line.
'--:>---- --.._ ..".<I'~
Figure 9.1: Euler model at t = 4p.s
Figure 9.3: Euler model at t = 20 J.Ls
Figure 9.2: Euler model at t = 12 J.Ls
Figure 9.4: Euler model at t = 28 J.LS
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Figure 9.5: Pressure history for an aluminium projectile (0.87 kg) with focusing
nozzle at the bottom end of the shock tube, Transducer 1, 2, 3 and 4
Due to the greater energy requirement for the deformation of tubes the aluminium
piston with a mass of 0.87 kg and the steel piston with a mass of 3.665 kg were
used for the test with the copper tubes and for the tests with the mild steel tubes
respectively.
The results of free forming of cylindrical mild steel and copper tubes tubes can
be seen in Figs. 9.6 and 9.7 respectively. The figures show that, after an initial
deformation over the whole length of the tube (see e.g, Fig. 9.7, first tube), the
deformation. at the top part lags behind the deformation of the bottom part. This
leads to a final shape of the tubes which is more bulged towards the bottom. With
increasing deformation the maximum diameter starts to move towards the centre.
This can also be seen in Pig. 9.8 and 9.9. The diagrams display the change of
diameter of the deformed tubes and show the energy and maximum pressure of the
shock wave. 'l'he phenomenon. of the maximum deformation, being closer towards .
the bottom, can be explained with the shock wave travelling from the top of the tube
to the bottom. At the end wall the shock wave gets r.eflected, which results in double
the pressure at the bottom of the test specimen. Since the tube is restrained at the
top and the bottom by means of the free forming die, the tube cannot expand freely.
This results in the maximum diameter moving with increasing pressure energy from
the bottom of the tube towards the centre.
The three natural strains, the hoop, the longitudinal and the thickness strain, can
be calculated by using the measured deformations and the following three equations.
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Figure 9.6: Pictures of deformed mild steel tubes. Maximum diameter increases
from left to right hand side [mm]:24.1, 26.0, torn
Figure \',7: Pictures of deformed copper .nbrs. Maximum diameter increases from
left to right hand side lr1m}:?,1.4,!Z1.7, 25.2, .:;".4, 26.35,26.6, torn
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Figure 9.8: Change of diameter versus length of deformed mild steel tubes
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Figure 9.9: Change of diameter versus length of deformed copper tubes
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The strain conditiona for the deformed test specimen ate found to be close to plane
strain (Plane strain: et:= 0 and €h= et) since the longitudinal deformations are very
small. Wilson [12] reported the natural strain» tv have a combined stress condition
between plane strain and simple tension but more closer to plane strain with an
exponent factor approximating -0.9. The thickness reduction is then given by:
(9.4)
In Fig. 9.10 the natural strains versus the length of a copper .!cubeare shown as a
typical exr.mple. It can be seen that the behaviour of the natural strains is close
to plane strain. The longitudinal strains have approximately -0.1 to -0.2 times
the value of the hoop strains, which is in. good agreement with equation 9.4. The
natural strain variation is also in accordance with the constancy of volume law (see
equation 8.4).
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Figure 9.10: Varil'l.tionof natural strains for a copper tube with a wall thickness of
1.4 mm after impact of the liquid shock wave with Pma.x = 53.2 MPa, E == 691.7 J,
I=37.6Ns
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Figure 9.11: Variation of stresses for a copper tube with a wall thickness of 1.4mm
after impact of a liquid shock wave withPma:ll= 53.2MPa, E = 691.7J, 1==37.6Ns
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For the calculation of the stress state ina deformed cylindrical tube the Levy - Mises
plastic stress strain relationship is used (see equations 8.5). The tube specimen can
be regarded as thin walled and therefore the thickness stress can be neglected. In .
Fig. 9.11 the stress state of the same deformed copper tube can be seen as a typical
example. The diagram shows that the longitudinal stress is a little bit smaller than
half the hoop stress. For a plane strain condition the longitudinal stress would be
exactly half the hoop stress (O"L =0.5 O"k) but since th~ ,tress condition is between
simple tension and plane strain, O"L is smaller.
Length [mmJ
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9.2.1 DEFOllMA'rION ENERGY FOR CYLINDRICAL TUBES
The equation for the deformation energy has been derived in section 6.3. By using
the strain distribution of the deformed cylindrical tubes, which has been determined .
in section 9.2, the total deformation energy of the tubes can be calculated. The grid,
which has been painted onto the specimen before the test, divides the free formed
section into nine equal parts along the longitudinal axis. The calculation is therefore
split into nine parts as well.
w = t(_!£_) (e)i+1 Vi
i=l n+l
For the calculation of the effective strain equation 8.9 has been used. The volume
(9.5)
of the nine sections of the test specimen are integrated by assuming a circular ring
element with constant thiclmess and constant strain ..
D
dV=21fT-dx
2
lD2V=1rT Dl 1 (L2-L1)24+ D2-Dl DdD
1 1 ( Li+1- .[,i ) 2 (I 2 2 I)Vi= 211"1i 4 + Di+l _ Di Di+1 - Di
The results of the deformation energy calculation for 1.4 mm copper tubes and
1.6 mm mild steel tubes can be seen in Table 9.1. The table shows the maximum
deformation of the tubes, the calculated deformation energy and the energy of the
initial shock wave. The difference between the energy of the initial shock wave and
the deformation energy is quite large which is due to the shock wave focused through
the nozzle into the tube. A major part of the shock wave gets reflected at the nozzle
and is not passing throng' it(see the reflected shock wave in Fig. 9.5). Therefore
only a small portion of the total amount of energy can be utilised in the deformation
process.
9.3 OPTICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE DEFOR- .
MATION PROCESS
The shadow photography system described in section 4.3 has been used for the
optical investigations. In comparison to the optical investlgatlona of circular disks
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(see section 8.3) no special test specimen were needed since the cylindrical tubes are
restrained only at the top and bottom by t:\e free forming die. The deforming part
of the tube is therefore not covered (see Fig. 4.6). Good results have been obtained
for a camera setting of three superimposed pictures with an exposure time of 11 !-LS.
For the optical tests copper tubes with a \ -l1 thickness of 1.4 mm have been used.
No optical test have been performed with mild steel tubes since very high pressures
have to be used for the deformation of the steel tubes. In case of tearing or the tubes
this high pressure would discharge into the test section and could result in breaking
of the test windows.
Two typical results of the optical investigations of cylindrical tubes can be seen in
Fig. 9.12 a) and b). To magnify the deformation process in the picture an aspect
ratio of2:1 was chosen which leads to the oval shape of .he test section window. The
white line indicates the undisturbed specimen. The filst photograph (Fig. 9.12a)
shows an early stage of the deformation process. The three superimposed pictures
have been taken 35 ps, 126 ue and 217 J.l.s after the shock wave has arrived at the
centre part of the tube. The pictures show that the deformation starts a.t the top of .
the tube and that the bottom first remains undisturbed. For the second photograph
a larger delay has been chosen to visualise the final deforma.tion process. The three
superimposed pictures have been taken 271 J.l.s, 512 tJs and 753 J.l.S after the arrival
Maximum Deformation Deformation Energy Shock Wave Energy
[mm] [.7] [.7]
Copper tubes:
21.2 105.42 409.1
24.7 237.23 526.0
25.2 278.05 577.6
25.4 280.14 589.0
25.8 295.73 607.0
26.35 298.95 655.3
26.6 298.03 691.7
Mild steel tubes:
23.95 306.52 1995.54
26.0 422.3 2373.62
Table 9.1: Deformation energy for cylindrical copper and mild steel tubes
9.3.1 DEFLECTION TIME HISTORY
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Figure 9.12: Pictures of the deformation process of copper tubes a.) p = 58.3 MPa,
1= 35.6 N 8, .t!) = 683.4 J b.) p = 42.8 MPa, 1= 31.6 Ne, E = 509.5 J
of the shock wave. In the first superimposed picture the deformation at the bottom
part is already nearly equal to tne deformation of the top part. In the second picture
it can be seen that the deformation at the top has slowed down. The deformation of
the centre part of the tube stays behind the deformation of the bottom and only in
the third picture it can be seen that the point of maximum deformation is moving
towards the centre of the tube. In this test the whole deformation process stopped
before the maximum deflection reached the centre of the tube. Therefore the final
shape of the tube shows a larger deformation towards the bottom part.
This unsymmetrical behaviour of the test specimen can also be seen in the defor-
mation velocities, which were calculated for three different deformation stages and
at three different points of the tube. Similar to the calculation of the deformation
velocities for circular disks in section 8.3.1 the velocities for the tubes have been
calculated by measuring the difference in the position of the specimen for each pic-
ture. The time duration between each picture was obtained from the camera setting
(271 J.W for the first and 241 j.Ls for the last two pictures). The deformation veloc-
ities have been determined at. the top (15 mm above centre), at the centre and at
the bottom part (15 mm below centre) of the tube. The results are shown in Fig.
9.13 and it can be seen that the deformation velocities for the top part are lower
than for the bottom part which leads to the unsymmetrical deformation of the tube.
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Figure 9.13: Deformation velocity at 1ifferent points of the tube
The deformation velocity at the bottom decreases drastically towards the end of the
deformation process (see Fig. 9.13 at 753 p.s) since the movement of tko metal is
restricted due to the free forming die.
The average deformation velocity measured at the centre of the tube is much slower
in comparison to the deformation velocity of circular plates. For the test in Fig.
9.12b the mean velocity of the moving metal in the centre of the specimen was
9.34mj,<;.
9.3.2 S'l'RAIN RATES
The strain rates in this section are determined by using the effective strains cal-
culated with Eqs. 8.9 and 8.16. The deformation times are obtained from the
experiments performed with the high speed video camera. Therefore only strain
rates for the copper tubes have been obtained since no optical tests for the mild
steel tubC3 have been performed. The deformation of the tubes was measured at
the centre of the tube. As already menuioned in section 8.3.2 the average defor-
mation speed has to be considered because the pictures do not automatically show
the maximum deformation of the test specimen. The time difference between the
largest deformation on the picture and the maximum deformaf'on measured after
the test is calculated ue ~ the average deformation velocity. In .c'ig. 9.14 the strain
rates versus the shock wave energy are shown. The points show a nearly linear
behaviour in. this range of strain. rates. In comparison to the strain rates for the
forming of flat plates the strain rates of the cylindrical tubes are lower, which is .
due to the lower deformation velocity. The strain r.ates for the tubes lie in a range
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Strain Rates versus Shock Wave Energy
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Figure 9.14: Strain rate!' versus liquid shock wave energy, cylindrical tubes
from 0.4 _103 - 0.7 .103 a-1 whilst the strain rates for the disks lie in a range fronz
0.2.103 - 3 .1038-1.
9.4 FORMING OF CYLINDRICAL TUBES INTO DIES
Mild steel tubes with a wall thickness of 1.6 mm and 1.24 mm have been deformed
into cylindrical dies. Five dies with a diameter of 22 mm, 23 mm, 24 mm, 25 mm
and 27 mm were available and have been tested. A schematic drawing of a 022 mm
die can be seen in Fig 9.15. The maximum elongation b:.D / Do for a tube which
has been fully deformed into the die covers a range of 15.48% for the 0 22 mm die .
up to 41.73% fer the 0 27 mm clio. The heavy steel projectile (3.665 kg) has been
used for f be experiments. The results are shown in the Tables 9.2 and 9.3 for the
1.6 mm and 1.24 mm tubes respectively. The tables show the maximum pressure,
the energy and the impulse of the initial liquid shock wave and the filling grad .;of
the die, The filling grade distinguishes between :f:j'{edifferent deformation stages of
the tube which are:
1. tube not touching the wall of the die
2. tube touches wall of the die over a. certain length (max. 30 mm see Fig. 9.15)
3. die filled except corners
4. die completely filled
5. tom
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Shock wave Shockwave Shock wave Filling grade
pressure [MPa] energy [J] impulse [N s]
22mm die 65.65 3202.62 122.5 4
45.25 1824.8 98.97 3
23mm die 60.4 3496.6 136.52 4
24mm die 66.4 3113.23 122.2 4
60.2 2762.2 114.3 4
25mm die 57.04 2483.6 107.6 2 (15.0mm)
58.6 2482.5 110.0 :2 (20.4mm)
69.04 2728.4 114.3 4
57.3 2649.3 114.5 3
27mm die 43.4 1996.0 102.0 1
53.1 2374.0 114.0 1
50.46 2586.3 123.8 5
Table 9.2: Filling grade and energy requirements for forming of mild steel tubes
(1.6 mm) into cylindrical dies
Shock wave Shock wave Shock wave Filling grade
pressure [M Pa] energy [J] impulse [N s]
22mm die 58.2 2516.9 111.93 4
23mm die 52.2 2434.43 114.9 4
24mm die 61.78 3300.8 128.3 4
25mm die 58.08 2620.4 111.8 5
45.1 1428.2 85.7 4
27mm die 52.88 2374.2 110.98 5
34.5 1241.85 83.53 5
Table 9.3: Filling grade and energy requirements for forming of mild steel tubes
(1.24 mm) into cylindrical dies
The results show that in comparison to free forming much more energy is needed
to fill :;he dies completely (see Figs. 9.8 and 9.9). Despite this high pressure energy
the tubes do not tear since the movement of the metal is restricted due to the die
walls.
The 0 27 mm die could not be filled since the diameter of this die exceeds the
maximum possible elongation of the mild steel tubes. In this case significantly less
energy is needed to Mt.:: the tubes. A photograph of a. tube deformed into the
o 24 mm die can b<;; B(C® inFig. 9.16.
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Figure 9.15: Schematic dr;twing of cylindrical die for tube forming
Figure 9.16: 0 24mm cylindrical die with a deformed mild steel tube, 1.6 mm wall
thickness after impact of a shock wave with Pmax = 66.4 MPa, I = 122.2 Ns,
E = 3113.23 J
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Experiments have been performed to transform a, cylindrical tube into a hexagonal
or octagonal tube by deforming it into a die of this shape. The hexagonal die has a
diagonal length of 22.5 mm and the octagonal die 22.8 mm. A schematic drawing
of the octagonal die can be seen in Fig. 9.17. The experiments have been carried
out with copper tubes of 1.2 mm wall thickness. A photograph of a cylindrical
copper tube, which was deformed into a hexagonal die, is shown in Fig. 9.18. The
picture shows the deformed copper tube next to the die and it can be seen that the
transformation of a cylindrical into a hexagonal tube wns possible. The small round
imprint on the tube results from the vacuum line 1.01ein the rue.
The results of the experiments performed with these two dies can be seen in the
Tables 9.4 and 9.5. The tables show the maximum press are, the energy and the
impulse of the initial liquid shock wave. The filling grade of t:J.edie was determined
by measuring the diagonal length of the deformed tube. For the experiments the
aluminium (0.87 kg) and the steel (3.665 kg) projectile have been used. The results'
in the tables show au interesting phenomenon. 'The maximum diagonal length of
the deformed tubes was produced with the lighter, aluminium projectile despite the
highest amount of pressure energy was generated in the experiment with the steel
projectile. A reason for this is most probably the time duration in w~ll.i.chthe pressure
energy is delivered to the test specimen. The duration of the liquid shock wave
generated by the aluminium projectile is much shorter than fo.::-the steel projectile.
Therefore the power of the liquid shock wave generated by the aluminium projectile
is higher than for the steel projectile.
Projectile Shock wave Shock wave Shock wave Diagonal length
pressure [MPa] energy [J] impulse [N s] [mm]
Al [O.87kg] 53.8 699.7 36.1 21.86
Al [0.87kg] 49.0 688.0 34.9 22.15
Al [0.87kg] 62.12 902.4 40.4 22.25
AI [0.87kg] 74.1 1505.92 55.79 22.32
Steel [3.665kg] 44.3 1769.9 92.15 21.8
Table 9.4: Filling grade and energy requirements for forming of copper tubes
(1.2 rnm) into the hexagonal die
Figure 9.17: Schematic drawing of the octagonal die for tube .:orming
Figure 9.18: Hexagonal die with a deformed copper tube. J.2 mm wall thickness after
impact of a liquid shock wave with Pmax == 62.12 M Pa, I = 40.3 N 8, E = 902.4 J
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Projectile Shock wave Shock wave Shock wave Diagonal length
pressure [MPa] energy [J] impulse [N s] [mm]
Al [0.87kg] 59.2 828.0 39.1 22.5
A1 [U.87kg] 57.36 963.03 40.1 22.7
Steel [3.665kg] 47.0 1971.8 98.56 22.5
Table 9.5; F~1ling grade and energy requirements for forming of copper tubes
(1.2 mm) into the octagonal die
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10 CONVERSION OF THE SHOCK TUBE
TO DIAPHRAGMLESS OPERATION
To operate the liquid shock tube two diaphragms have to be fitted before each test.
The first diaphragm separates the high pressure driver from the driven section and
the second diaphragm covers the water section (see section 4.1.3). The changing of
the diaphragms is very time consuming and fragments of the ruptured diaphragms
get into the driven and water section and have to be removed. To reduce the time
between two tests, to get greater repeatability and to make the liquid shock tube
suitable for Industrial manufactu ..ingpurposes the design of the existing liquid shock
tube has been changed.
10.1 THE DIAPHRAGMLESS WATER SECTION
The evacuated driven section and the water section are separated by means of a
plastic diaphragm. The purpose of this diaphragm is to keep the water surface
smooth and to prevent the water from boiling.
Tests in the projectile mode have been performed with a vacuum close to the evapo-
rating pressure of water and without a diaphragm to cover the water section, These
tests reveal that micro bubbles have been generated in the water due to the evapora-
tion. These bubbles absorb parts of the liquid pressure energy. That means that the
pressure and the energy of the liquid shock wave decrease rapidly with increasing
travel distance of the shoe 1, wave. Therefore the vacuum containing driven section
}1~d to be changed in order to make the diaphragm unnecessary.
An interim piece has been designed, which contains two longitudinal slot ...opposite
to each other. The interim piece is situated between the driven and the water sec-
tion. The water in the water section is :filled up to the bottom of the slots. The
driven section is no longer evacuated since the downwards moving projectile is able
to push the air through the slots out of the tube. This additional work results in
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Figure 10.1: Schematic drawing of slotted interim section
energy lOBS of the projectile. This disadvantage ill not significant since more than
enough pressure energy is available (see section 4.1).
After the test the two slots are closed by means 01 two plates. The projectile can
now be pushed back into the initial position by introducing high pressure into the
interim section. The design of the interim section can be seen in Fig. 10.1.
10.2 THE DIAPHRAGMLESS DRIVER
To improve the performance of the liquid shock tube the diaphragm which separates
the high presaure vessel from the driven section had to be replaced. This was done .
by means of a diaphragmless driver. It was the objective to design a new concept
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for a diaphragmless driver that is able to work on gas shock tubes as well as on the
liquid shock tube. For the projectile mode of the liquid shock tube the opening time
of the new driver is not too important since the projectile velocizy is much slower
than the speed of sound. To generate shock waves in gases the opening time is very
important. The optimum would be an Instantaneous opening of the driver (which.
cannot be fulfilled) to minimize the establishment time of the shock wave. With
increasing opening time the shock needs longer time to establish. If the opening of
the driver is too slow the shock cannot establish at all and only a compression wave
is generated. To specify the performance of a driver th", distance is measured that
the shock has to travel to fully establish. 'This is done in the literature, by quoting
the non-dimensional shock .f'rmation length L/ D. To determine if the shock is fully
established the Mach Number and/or the rise time of the shock has to be recorded.
Au established shock is defined by a constant Mach Number and by a short rise
time.
"""'.l determine the performance 0;( the new driver the tests have been performed with
a. shock tube set-up for gas shock waves (see section 4.1.1)
10.2.1 PREVIOUS WORK
Inconventional shock tnbes the high-pressure gas is separated from the low pressure
gas by a metal or plastic diaphragm. 'I'he advantages of using a diaphragm are the
simplicity of design of such systems and the fact that a diaphragm ruptures very
rapidly to produce a shock wave in short distances. The disadvantages are numerous: .
The ruptured fragments of the diaphragm can contaminate and even damage the
shock tube. The presence of diaphragm fragments during a test and the varying
nature of each. diaphragm. rupture cause a lack of experimental reproducibility in
Mach number. The replacement of diaphragms can be costly, time consuming and
can lead to test gases diffusing into the laboratory.
Over the last 30 years numerous researchers have used different piston and rubber
valve systems to replace the diaphragm. Garen et al. [43] replaced the diaphragm
with a tubber disk, to generate weak shock waves. This disk was pressurised and
thus bulged to seal the low-pressure part of the tube from the hlgh-pressure driver.
When the pressure behind the disk was vented the shock wave was initiated. The
shock tubes used were 97 and 133 pipe diameters long. Oguchi et al. [47] used a
snap-actlon valve consisting of two pistons. The main piston sealed the high-pressure
driver gas from the low pressure driven gas. A smaller auxiliary piston actuated the
main pis ton via a system of pressure venting. Pressure readings at 80 pipe diameters .
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indicated that the Mach 4.1l:lhock wave was established. Onoder: [44] improved on
the design of Oguchi et al. [47] by combining the auxiliary and main piston into
a more complex single composite piston. The large front end of this piston sealed
the driver from the driven section of the shock tube, and was connected to the
much smaller back end of the piston by a stem. The volume behind the rear of the
piston was extremely small so that the high-pressure gas, preventing the motion of
the piston, could be rapidly dumped by a solenoid valve in order to initiate a test.
The volume surrounding the piston stem was evacuated to provide less resistance
to the piston acceleration. Although this composite piston arrangement resulted in
a complex sealing arrangement a; i a h.eavy (1 kg) piston, the acceleration of the
piston to the desired stroke length was achieved quickly, due to the small volume
behind the piston. The non-dimensional shock formation length L/D (formation
length/shock tube diameter) was 65 for a Mach 1.2 shock wave. Yang et al, [45]
used the rubber sheet method to obtain low shock formation lengths in the Mach
1.02 to 1.55 range. This is achieved as the rubber has very low mass and its elasticity
ai-le- the rapid opening of the driven section, In order to eliminate the expansion wave
.dating from the rapid movement of the rubber sheet into Its smaller uri-deformed
area, a system of support blocks and grids were utilised to limit the displacement
of the rubber sheet. Smooth post shock pressure traces were obtained with {J, non-
dimensional shock formation length of 40 for Mach 1.2 shock waves. The design was
limited to a maximum Mach 1.55 shock wave as the pressure difference across the
rubber sheet had to be maintained below one atmosphere, due to limitations in the
material properties of the rubber used. Itabashi et al, [46] designed one of the most
eophistlcated single piston valve systems to date for reproducible operation in the
Mach 1.2 to 5 range. Inmost diaphragmless shock tube designs the driver efficiency is
lower than that predicted by simple shock tube theory that assumes an instantaneous
diaphragm rupture. The ratio of driver to driven section pressures (P4/Pl) has to
be higher for a given shock strength since the driver gas has to ne~otiate 90 or 180
degree bends. Itabashi et al, [46] numerically optimised the channel within which
the high pressure gas flaws to the driven section, thus resulting in a more efficient
driver than that of most previous designs. The single piston was accelerated by
venting the chamber behind it by rupturing an auxiliary diaphragm. This motion
was assisted with a spring mechanism. In order to prevent piston spring back and
tt increase piston survivability a spring and gas dynamic damper was utilised. The
shock formation length for a Mach 1.2 shock wave was about 50 tube diameters.
In order to obtain strong shock waves or to drive a shock into a shock tube at
ambient conditions a piston system must be used. Inall previous piston actuated
drivers, the piston resists the driver pressure and is held in place by a high pressure
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10.2.2 DESIGN
behind it. To accelerate conventional piston systems sufficiently rapidly to achieve
short shock formation lengths two objectives have to be realised: Firstly the gas
pressure behind the piston had to be reduced rapidly to expose the piston to a large
differential pressure driving force. Secondly the gas has to be displaced from the
auxiliary chamber behind the piston to allow the piston to move the required stroke
distance to fully open the valve and prevent choking of the shock tube. Normally to
prevent the overly complex design of the dual piston system, a diaphragm is used
to vent the auxiliary chamber rapidly. Although shock strength reproducibility and
prevention of shock tube contamination (with diaphragm fragments) are achieved
using this method, the inconvenience of diaphragm replacement after every test is
still present.
In the design presented below there is no auxiliary pressure chamber behind the
single piston. Instead the chamber behind the piston is evacuated to provide no
resistance at all to piston acceleration. Thus the piston is always exposed to the
full driver pressure and the problems of auxiliary chamber gas displacement are not
present. Instead the piston is held in place by the friction force exerted on the
side of the piston by a steel brake pad mechanism. In order to provide sufficient
force to the side of the piston the brake pad is held in place by a small pressurised
hydraulic reservoir. When a valve in the hydraulic reservoir is opened the pressure
drops almost instantly (since the hydraulic fluid is practically incompressible). Only
a very small volume of fluid has to be vented as the brake pad needs only to move
fractionally for the friction force to drop to zero. Thus the piston is accelerated
rapidly against zero resistance. Due to the simplicity of the design the manufacturing
cost of the driver is low and the piston design can easily be optimised to reduce the
mass and the shock wave formation length further.
The high-pressure driver gas reservoir is an annular cylinder wrapped around the
driven section. The driven section of the shock tube has a diameter of 56 mm and
the ratio of driver section to driven section cross-sectional areas is 1.65.
The diaphragmless shock tube driver is an independent unit placed on the top of
the Shock tube. It consists of a piston chamber, a vacuum chamber, a piston and a
hydraulic cylinder. The piston seals the high-pressure vessel from the driven section
of the shock tube. The driver is connected to the high pressure vessel and to the
shock tube by means of an adapter system. Two o-rings are incorporated into the
adapter system to prevent leakage from the pressure vessel into the shock tube or
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Figure 10.2: Three adapter rings
into the piston chamber. The two o-rings have to be captured since they would get
pulled out of the o-ring grooves by the rapidly upwards moving piston. The captured
o-ring grooves, which are difficult to machine are the reason for the complex design
of the adapter system. A photograph of the three adapter rings can be seen in Fig.
10.2.
A quarter circumference stainless steel ring - element is incorporated in the piston
chamber and used as a brake pad to hold the piston in position. The ring-element
is actuated by the hydraulic cylinder. A photograph of the partly assembled piston
chamber can be seen in Fig. 10.3. In the picture the brake pad ring element can be
seen. The brake pad is connected to a shaft, which passes through the wall of the
piston chamber. 'I'he large spring, which is used to pull back the brake pad is already
connected to the shaft system and can be seen on the left of the piston chamber.
One of the pistons (the hollow aluminium piston) is shown on the right side of the
piston chamber. The complete design of the system can be seen in Fig.IOA.
To operate the diaphragmless driver, high pressure gas ("" 10 bar) is admitted to the
vacuum section first. This forces the piston into the initial position and presses it
against the captured a-rings. By applying the appropriate pressure with the manual
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Figure 10.3: Arrangement of piston chamber with brake pad and hollow aluminium
piston
Figure 10.4: Schematic arrangement of the diaphraglllless shock tube driver
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hydraulic cylinder the ring elemeut presses the piston agauist the wall of the piston
chamber and holds it in place by means of frictional force. A vacuum of about
40 mbar can then be introduced to the vacuum section and the driver can. be filled
with the high-pressure driver gas untU the required pressure is reached. To avoid
slipping ef the piston the frictional force between the piston and the chamber wall
has to be higher than the force on the piston caused by the difference between the
high pressure in the driver section and the vacuum in the vacuum section.
To initiate a test a manual valve (it was not necessary to use a solenoid valve.) is
opened in the hydraulic chamber. This results in au immediate drop of the frictional
force. In addition to that the ring element is pulled back by a strong spring. The
piston then accelerates rapidly upwards into the vacuum section due to the lifting
force of the high pressure and the vacuum (the total stroke of the piston, is 21 mm
plus deformation of the damping pad). After the initial movement of the piston the
high pressure acts over the whole area of the piston, which increases the force on the
piston. As a result of the movement of the piston the driver gas can now discharge .
into the low pressure channel and form a shock wave front. The driver is reset by
re-pressurising the vacuum section, to push the piston back into the initial position.
10.2.3 EXPERlMENTAL RERULTS
A series of tests were performed to characterise the operation. of the new shock tube
driver. Three different pistons were used, all having the same diameter and height of
146 mm and 30 mm respectively. The pirtons were made from solid brass (4.4 kg),
solid PVC (0.71 kg) and hollow aluminium (0.38 kg). Four pressure transducers
were used to record the pressure history. These pressur.e transducers were located
at 22, 32, 43 and 53 pipe diameters downstream of the piston. Inall tests the driven
section of the tube was at atmospheric pressure (0.83 bar). The three pistons were
tested with the driver gauge pressure ranging from 2 to 50 bar, giving P4/Pl values
between 3 and 60. The maximum driver pressure was only limited by the maximum .
capability of the pressure vessel and not by the piston/friction mechanism. Fig.10.5
illustrates the efficiency of the driver. It can be seen that the maximum deviation
between the experimental and theoretical (ideal shock tube theory) was 9%. Thus
the los: '11 shock wave strength due to the driver gas flowing around a 1800 corner
is not i..~ge. The maximum errors occurred for the very heavy brass piston because
the shoc:lt '!h'" e- ..'la.'1 not quite fully established at 53 pipe diameters.
In order ,)e ;tablish the shock formation distance the average Mach number between
each pressure transducer station was calculated and the rise time of the shock wave
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across each. pressure transducer was recorded. Figure 10.6 shows the Mach number
versus non-dimensional pipe length LID) for several driver pressures, using all three
pistons. For the hollow aluminium piston a Mach 1.33 shock wave was established at
between 32 and 4:>pipe diameters downstream. A Mach 1.44 wave was stablished
between 22 and 32 pipe diameters. The aluminium piston Wasnot tested at higher
pressures, as deformation was observed on the rear face of the piston. This was due
to the fact that the skin thickness of the piston was only 5m:rn. A more elegant
design, such as a honeycomb filled core, could easily overcome this problem. 'The
4.4 kg brass piston was tested at driver pressures r.p· between 20 and 50 bar.
At 20 bar the Mach number at the fourth transduce, was 1.73, while the fully
ests'bllshed Mach number using the Iighcer PVC piston at the same driver pressure
was 1.78. Using 50 bar pressure in the driver the Mach number was 2.02 at the
fourth transducer (53 pipe diameters downstream). 'The ideal Mach number with
no losses is 2 2 at this pressure. Inaddition the rise time of the shock wave across the
fourth transducer indicated that the flow was practically established at this point.
The PVC piston was tested at driver pressures ranging from 3 to 20 bar, but it can
also be used at higher pressures. Using the PVC piston the non-dimensional shock
establishment length was between 32 and 43 at Mach. 1.44 and between 22 and 3~
at Mach 1.6. Fig.iO.7 shows the pressure history at the four transducer Iocations
for a Mach 1.44 test using the PVC piston. The smooth pc.t shock pressure trace
is observed in the last two pressure traces.
The results show that the new friction operated single piston shock tube driver is
very effective over a broad range of driver pressures and shock wave strengths. The
turn - around time between tests is extremely rapid since no auxiliary diaphragms are
used. As with all diaphragmless shock tube designs the experimental repro" <ibility
is greatly improved. The use of a well designed hollow piston is rccommc •.",ed for
shock strengths ranging between Mach 1.1 and 1.4, with non-dimensional formation
lengths of between 20 and 40. For Mach nun bers between 1.4 and 5 the use of a
solid piston manufactured from a light material such as PVC also results in shock
formation lengths k:",ee)]. 20 and 40. The shock tube was tested up to a Mach
number of 2, this was due to the fact that the test section was not evacuated and
only air was used as the test gas. The brake pad mechanism results in an extremely
simple design with rapid piston acceleration. If desirable the use of numerically
optimised flow paths to reduce pressure 10ilS around the bends in the vicinity of .
the driver, as well the implementation of spring gas dynamic damper mechanisms
behind the piston (to allow for the use of lighter pistons), as used by [47}, could
easily be incorporated in the friction operated piston driver concept.
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Figure 10.7: Pressure History, Mach 1.44
10.3 PERFORMANCE OF THE DIAPHRAGMLESS
SHOCK TUBE IN PROJECTILE MODE
Tests have been performed to test the repeatabilltj and the performance of the
modified liquid shock tube. For the tests plastic projectile (0.2 kg) and the
steel projectile (3.665 kg) were used. The results are shown in Table 1{1.1and 10.2.
The table shows the pressure in the driver, the impact velocity of the projectile, the
energy, the pressure and the impulse of the liquid shock wave.
The tests have been performed with one set of projectile ringa. A change of the
projectile ringe changes the behaviour of the projectile itself due to the machining
tolerance of these rings. The results show that the repeat \ 'lity of the tests U! very
high. With the new driver and ambient conditions in the driven section the desired
impact velocity of the projectile can be accurately reached. The energy of the liquid
shock wave is not as repeatable as the impact velocity since impurities and micro
bubbles still absorb parts of the energy.
By using the new dlaphragmless driver the shock tube does not have to be opened .
before each test. On the one hand this is a big advantage since the test turn -
around times are now much shorter. On the other hand due to the shock tube
Driver Pressure Impact Velocity Shock Wave Shock Wave Shock Wave
Energy Pressure Impulse
[bar1 [m/s] [J] [MPa] [Na]
3 51.6 172.9 37.6 11.34
3 51.7 179.0 39.5 11.13
3.5 57.2 216.0 49.3 12.4
3.5 61.6 181.8 43.05 13.87
4.5 69.7 312.8 52.45 15.01
5.5 79.8 347.1 62.32 15.84
5.5 79.9 449.3 65.0 17.5
6 84.1 468.5 68.2 18.02
6 88.9 482.2 68.5 17.7
15 94.3 501.04 69.0 20.72
Table 10.1: Plastic projectile: Results for tests with diaphragmless liquid shock tube
Driver Pressure Impact VelOCity ShockWave Shock Wave Shock Wave
Energy Pressure Impulse
[bar] [m/s) [J] [MPa] [Ns]
15 36.3 1759.4 45.0 91.83
15 36.3 1983.4 47.3 47.3
Table 10.2: Steel projectile: Results for tests with dlaphragmlesa liquid shock tube
staying closed the projectile is not checked for damage to the piston rings before
each test, A broken piston ring can block the movement cf the piston and therefore
spoil the test. This happens on average in one out of ten tests.
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11 CONCLUSION
This thesis discusses the high speed metal forming in a liquid shock tube. The high
speed metal forming can be carried out by operating the shock tube in two different
modes, the s.:r mode and the projectile mode.
The tests performed with the liquid shock tube in the air mode show that this process
is not precisely controllable. The process depends strongly on the bursting pressure
of the diaphragms and their opening times. 'I'he liquid shock wave generated in
the air: mode has a very long duration and gets superimposed by the remaining
static pressure in the shock tube. This strtic pressure can be high because of the
much higher initial pressure required in this mode. This makes it very difficult to
determine if the whole deformation of the test specimen is caused by the initial liquid
shock wave or if a. part of the deformation is due to the static pressure. Also the
energy and the impulse of the liquid shock wave are difficult to determine. Another
aspect is the total amount of energy, which is needed in the air mode. The driving
section requires a much higher pressure to generate a liquid shock wave which is
sufficiently strong for metal forming.
The controllability of the shock tube in the projectile mode is much better as shown .
in section 6. Different projectile masses and materials allow the exact amount of
energy required for the metal forming to be produced. The pressure history of the
liquid shock wave generated in the projectile mode is similar to that of a blast wave
and therefore the energy and the impulse of the liquid shock wave can be precisely
determined. The total amount of energy required in the driving section is much
lower than for the air mode.
The results of the energy transformation calculations show good accordance with the
experimental results. It is possible to predict the impact velocity of the projectile
and with that, the kinetic energy available. By using the method of characteristics
the liquid shock wave is calculated from the Impact velocity of the projectile. This
numerical approach makes it possible to predict the maximum pressure, the energy
and the impulse of the liquid shock wave. The deformation energy absorbed by the
test specimen is calculated by using the :flowstress power law.
-
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The effect of different projectile masses, materials and geometries are discussed in
section 7. Experimental results are presented, which show how the contour of the
liquid shock wave can be tailored to exactly deliver the amount of energy required
for the forming of the metal. It is shown that double and triple pressure pulses can
be generated by using stepped projectile impact surfaces which gives the possibility
to split the deformation process into multiple stage deformations. A finite element
program has been employed to model the impact process of the projectile and the
generation and propagation of the liquid shock wave. The results of this computation
show good quantitative agreement. The contour, the propagation and the reflection
at the end wall of the liquid shock waves for different impacting projectiles could
successfully be modeled. The maximum pressure and the shock wave energies are
higher in the numerical model due to the neglect of micro bubbles and impurities in
the water.
The deformations of the copper and mild steel disks have been measured and the
true stresses and strains have been determined. The stress strain behaviour. of the
deformed disks, which is reported in literature to be balanced biaxial, shows good
agreement with the theory. Using the strains obtained from the nreasuremeuts it was
possible to calculate the energy absorbed by the deformation of the copper disks,
This calculation shows that nearly the total pressure energy of the liquid shock Wave
is transformed into deformation energy.
A theoretical approach is given to predict the maximum midpoint deflection by as-
suming a conical shape of the deformed disk. This approach uses an energy method
for plastic material behaviour and since the shock wave energy is equal to the defor-
mation energy the strain energy of the disk could be calculated by using the initial
shock wave energy imparted to the copper disk. Thinning of the disk during defor-
mation was also taken into consideration and the results of the calculations show a
good agreement with experimental values.
Valuable information has been obtained with the optical investigation of test speci- .
mens during the impact of the liquid shock wave. Local velocities and the average
deformation velocity have been determined. It was also possible to observe the plas-
tic hinge, which has been predicted in the literature.
By using the results obtained from the strain meas.irements and from the optical
investigation it was possible to calculate the strain rates for the deformation pro-
cesses.
Strain rates at different stages of the deformation process could be obtained by using
a mirror system whir'" allows the recording of the side and bottom view simultane-
ously.
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An attempt has been made to model the deformation process of flat disks by em-
ploying a finite element package. In the two-dimensional calculation a liquid shock
wave generated by the impact of a projectile is used to deform the flat plate. The
results of this numerical model show a good qualitative agreement in comparison to
experimental results.
The forming of cylindrical mild steel and copper tubes is investigated in section
9. The unsymmetrical deformational behaviour of the tubes for free fOnning is
explained and the stresses and strains are determined. 'I'he results of the strain
calculations are used to obtain the deformation energy of the tubes.
The optical investigations performed with the high speed video camera reveal the
deformational behaviour of the tubes quite clearly, The deformation velocities at
different locations of the tube could be obtained and the strain rates calculated.
The results show that the strain rates are much lower for the forming of tubes in
comparison to the forming of flat disks.
Good results have been obtained with the forming of tubes into cylindrical, hexag-
onal and octagonal dies. The results show that it was possible to deform the tubes
I? 'u.tly completely into the dies which shows that detailed figuring is possible.
In section 10 the conversion of the tube into a diaphragmleas tube is described,
which is done by introducing a slotted aection and a new diaphragmless driver to
the existing tube.
The new diaphragmless driver has been tested extensively by using the shock tube as
a normal gas shock tube and by comparing the performance of this new type of driver
to already existing diapLragmless drivers. The new driver works very effectively over
a broad range of driver pressures and shock wave strength. Non-dimensional shock
formation length of between 20 and 40 could be achieved.
For the liquid shock wave work the conversion into a diaphragmless shock tube
results in much shorter test turn - around times and in increased repeatability.
This work shows that high speed metal forming in a liquid shock tube is possible ..
This new forming method has potential for development as a manufacturing process
due to its safety and repeatability. It is especially useful for the expansion of tubes,
which is difficult to do by using conventional methods and for fine detailed metal
forming. Inaddition the liquid shock tube also serves, due to its good controllability,
as a very useful tool in research to further investigate the phenomenon of high speed
metal forming.
Since high speed metal forming in a liquid shock tube is a new field c~ 'ltudy, this
work cannot be regarded as being complete. To further explore this promising
• w am· E 3*ZE *
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technique several interesting questions which have not been answered yet, should be
addressed.
The effect of double and triple shock; waves generated by a stepped projectile im-
pact surface on the metal specimen should be investigated since a multiple stage
deformation could increase the quality of the forming process. In addition differ-
ent projectile geometries should be tested to generate various types of liquid shock
waves.
Free forming tests with cylindrical tubes should be performed by using a shock tube
set-up where the liquid shock wave does not get reflected. This could be achieved
by e.g. replacing the solid end wall by a thin diaphragm which tears when the shock
wave arrives. This could lead to uniform deformation of the tubes.
The use of the finite element package AutoDyn could be extended e.g. to model the
deformation of cylindrical tubes.
The forming of metal specimen into dies has to be further investigated. Interesting
to investigate would be the heat development of the metal whilst moving with high .
speed over the die wall.
----'---- ·_l~'·' .., t _
[6] Miiller, M., Stopwellenfokusierung in Wasser, Dissertation, RWTH Aachen,
Germany, 1987
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